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Abstract

Side channels are vulnerabilities that can be attacked by observing the behaviour
of applications and by inferring sensitive information just from this behaviour.
Because side channel vulnerabilities appear in such a large spectrum of contexts,
there does not seem to be a generic way to prevent all side channel attacks once
and for all. A practical approach is to research for new side channels and to
specifically tailor mitigations for new side channel attacks. In this thesis, we
extend the field of side channel attacks by introducing new ways to attack and
to mitigate side channels in web applications.

We start by proposing a new classification scheme for information leaks based
on the information decoding effort an attacker has to spend. The four differ-
ent classes—sorted by the order of ascending effort for the attacker—are: direct
deterministic information leaks, obfuscated deterministic information leaks, pos-
sibilistic information leaks, and probabilistic information leaks.

Storage side channels are a new type of side channels which leak information
through redundancies in protocols such as HTTP or languages such as HTML.
We formalise storage side channels and describe a new method that allows de-
tecting obfuscated deterministic information leaks in storage side channels even
in dynamic and noisy environments. We test our method by applying it to real-
world web applications and find that several widely used web applications are
prone to obfuscated deterministic information leaks.

Furthermore, we show a new method to exploit those timing side channels
that have the property that the timing differences can be influenced by the at-
tacker. We model these special timing side channels as a possibilistic timing side
channel. The method allows very efficient timing side channel attacks even over
noisy networks such as the Internet. We show that our method can break the
confidentiality of XML Encryption messages in realistic environments.

Finally, we model common existing timing side channels in web applications
as probabilistic information leaks and present a new method to mitigate them
in web applications. The method works by padding the response time using a
deterministic and unpredictable delay (DUD). We show that DUD offers security
guarantees that can be freely traded with performance reduction. By applying
this method to vulnerable web applications, we show that the method offers an
effective and performant way to mitigate timing side channels.
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Zusammenfassung

Seitenkanalangriffe funktionieren, indem man das Verhalten von Anwendungen
beobachtet und auf geheime Informationen anhand von diesem Verhalten schließt.
Da Seitenkanäle in vielen Kontexten auftauchen, scheint es keine generischen
Gegenmaßnahmen zu geben. Ein pragmatisches Vorgehen ist jedoch, nach neuen
Seitenkanälen zu suchen und spezielle Gegenmaßnahmen für neu entdeckte Seit-
enkanäle zu entwerfen. In dieser Dissertation untersuchen wir neue Seitenkanäle
in Web-Anwendungen und Gegenmaßnahmen für Seitenkanalangriffe.

Zuerst ordnen wir den Aufwand eines Angreifers, um Informationslecks eines
Seitenkanals zu dekodieren, in vier Klassen ein: direkte deterministische Informa-
tionslecks, verschleierte deterministische Informationslecks, possibilistische Infor-
mationslecks und probabilistische Informationslecks.

Storage-Seitenkanäle bilden eine neue Art von Seitenkanälen, die durch Redun-
danzen in Protokollen wie z.B. HTTP oder in Sprachen wie z.B. HTML entste-
hen. Wir formalisieren Storage-Seitenkanäle und stellen eine neue Methode vor,
die es erlaubt, verschleierte deterministische Informationslecks durch Storage-
Seitenkanäle selbst in dynamischen und verrauschten Umgebungen zu entdecken.
Wir validieren unsere Methode, indem wir sie an weit verbreiteten Anwendungen
testen. Die Resultate zeigen, dass mehrere Anwendungen verschleierte determin-
istische Informationslecks enthalten.

Danach stellen wir einen neue und effiziente Angriffsmethode vor, um solche
Timing-Seitenkanäle auszunutzen, bei denen der Angreifer die Zeitunterschiede
beeinflussen kann. Wir modellieren den Angriff als possibilistisches Informations-
leck und zeigen, dass dadurch sehr effiziente Timing-Angriffe möglich werden, die
sogar über verrauschte Netzwerke, wie z.B. das Internet, funktionieren. Als prak-
tische Anwendung zeigen wir, dass wir mit unserer Methode die Vertraulichkeit
von XML Encryption-Nachrichten innerhalb von drei Stunden über den Local-
host und in weniger als einer Woche über das Internet brechen können.

Abschließend modellieren wir existierende Timing-Seitenkanäle in Web-Anwen-
dungen als probabilistische Informationslecks und stellen eine neue Methode vor,
mit der man solche Angriffe zuverlässig verhindern kann. Die Methode verwendet
deterministische und nicht-vorhersagbare Verzögerungen (DUD), die Sicherheits-
garantien bereits mit geringer Performanzreduktion bietet. Wir zeigen, dass die
Methode Timing-Seitenkanäle effektiv und performanzeffizient verhindert.
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Chapter1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Networked software applications and a growing number of web applications pro-
cess information that is critical for companies, the economy, and for our social
lives. As the Internet grows, more and more of these applications are directly
connected to the Internet and are thus globally accessible. The fact that critical
information is processed in applications that are exposed to the Internet under-
lines the necessity to protect this information. Given the steady stream of press
articles about security breaches in the last decade (e.g. [BHH+11]), it becomes
clear that many software applications are attacked on a daily basis. The most
common attack scenarios focus on an intrusive attacker that gains extensive con-
trol of the targeted application. In these scenarios, the attacker sends specially
crafted rogue requests to the vulnerable application which interprets parts of the
requests as commands and executes them. Popular examples for these attacks are
Buffer Overflow attacks [Ale96] or SQL-Injection attacks [rai98]. If any of these
attacks succeeds, the attacker can change the original control flow of the appli-
cation in a way that he can breach the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of
critical information.

Side channel attacks are different to Buffer Overflow or SQL-Injection attacks
because the attacker is either passively listening to network traffic or only sending
benign requests to the targeted application. Just from observing the behaviour
of the application, the attacker infers sensitive information, thus breaching the
confidentiality1 of critical information. The fact that the behaviour of the appli-
cation depends on sensitive information forms a side channel vulnerability. Side
channel vulnerabilities appear unintentionally because they were accidentally cre-
ated during implementation. They are also hidden channels as a näıve observer is
unlikely to notice them because of the obscure information encoding of the chan-

1By gaining access to confidential information, the attacker may subsequently also breach the
integrity or availability of information.
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1 Introduction

nel. However, note that “hidden” in this context means that the side channels
may still be easy to decode once the encoding scheme is known. In the context
of this thesis, we define a side channel as follows:

Side channel vulnerabilities—or side channels—are unintentional and
hidden communication channels that appear if the publicly observable
behaviour of a process correlates with sensitive information.

Popular examples2 of application behaviours resulting in side channels are elec-
tromagnetic emissions of the hardware running the application [vE85, GNP+01],
sounds [AA04, BDG+10, Adi11], variances in the power consumption [KJJ99,
CSFLM11], timing differences in responses [Koc96, BB05, FS00, BB07, NMHK08],
the motion of mobile devices [CC11], visual information [LU02, BDU08, WCJJ11],
or the size of encrypted packets [CA98, CWZ10, LU02, CE11, ZL+10].

user
correct? 

T

false

false

Attacker Server

�
incorrect user

pass
correct?

true

correct user

“An error occured”

“An error occured”

login(user, pass)

�
t0

t1

t2

Figure 1.1: An example for a timing side channel

In this thesis, we focus on side channels appearing in the content and the timing
behaviour of networked software applications. As simplified example, Figure 1.1
shows how the attacker can learn confidential information by exploiting a timing
side channel. In this case, the confidential information is whether a given user
name exists or not. The attacker sends a login request with a user name and an
arbitrary password at time t0 and measures the time it takes for the response to
arrive. The attacker expects the server to return an error message because the
password was most certainly wrong. However, the attacker can learn if the user
name is valid because the server only then checks the password if the user name
is correct. Otherwise, the server returns an error message without checking the

2 The Side Channel Cryptanalysis Lounge [Eur] gives an extensive list of literature on cryp-
tographic side channels. www.sidechannelattacks.com [Rel11] is another site collecting
published research on side channel attacks. A historic description of other side channels
that were used in military environments is given by Dürmuth in his dissertation [Dür09].
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1.1 Motivation

password. As checking the password takes some time, the attacker can conduct
the side channel attack as follows: if the response returns at time t1, the attacker
knows that the user does not exist. Else, the attacker learns that the user name
was valid, because the response arrives at a later time t2, suggesting that the
password was checked. We define side channel attacks as follows:

A side channel attack is an attack that utilises a side channel to breach
the confidentiality of information.

Because side channel vulnerabilities appear in such a large spectrum of contexts,
there does not seem to be a generic way to prevent all side channel attacks once
and for all. The reason for this is that a particular mitigation method works
only for a specific type of side channels. As an example, delaying a response to
prevent an attacker from learning the actual processing time can be an effective
mitigation to prevent timing attacks [Sch11], but it does nothing to mitigate
a visual side channel. It seems that the only practical approach is to research
for new side channels and to specifically tailor mitigations for new side channel
attacks.

Kocher was the first to describe a timing side-channel attack against imple-
mentations of cryptographic algorithms in 1996 [Koc96]. In 2005, Brumley and
Boneh applied Kocher’s attack to networked OpenSSL implementations [BB05],
thus showing that not only local targets, but also remote targets are prone to side
channel attacks. The cryptology community acknowledges the importance of side
channels by analysing potential side channels in all relevant implementations of
cryptographic algorithms and protocols to provide leakage resilience [SPY+09].
An application is leakage resilient if side channels are absent, i.e. an unauthorised
observer is not able to infer sensitive information from observing benign output or
from the behaviour of the application. We define an information leak as follows:

An information leak is the breach of the confidentiality of information,
e.g. through a successful side channel attack.

Whereas side channels in cryptographic protocols are an obvious threat, the
same type of side channels can also occur in implementations of web applica-
tions. Examples for this are a login page leaking the names of administrative
users [BB07, NMHK08], the amount of private albums in online galleries [BB07],
or the browsing history of web users [FS00]. In this thesis, we classify side chan-
nels according to the effort required to conduct a successful side channel attack.
Furthermore, we introduce new types of side channel attacks against critical web
applications and discuss new types of mitigations against existing side channels
in web applications. In the following section, we elaborate on the contributions
that we make in this thesis.

3



1 Introduction

1.2 Contributions

In this thesis, we propose a new classification of side channel attacks that denotes
how much effort the attacker needs to spend to successfully attack a side channel.
Furthermore, we extend the field of side channel analysis by introducing two new
ways to attack side channels in web applications and one new way to prevent
certain side channels. Overall, we make four contributions.

1.2.1 Classification of Side Channels

We propose a new classification scheme for side channels based on the effort an
attacker has to spend to decode the information leaking through a specific side
channel in Chapter 2. The four different classes in the order of ascending effort for
the attacker are direct deterministic information leaks, obfuscated deterministic
information leaks, possibilistic information leaks, and probabilistic information
leaks. This separation allows us to determine how realistic it is to successfully
attack a particular side channel in a productive environment. We classify the
side channels that we discuss in the later chapters according to this schema.

1.2.2 Exploiting Obfuscated Deterministic Storage Side Channels

In Chapter 3 we introduce a new type of side channels that we call storage side
channels and which resides in the protocol layer or typesetting language layer of
networked applications. Storage side channels appear, for example, if the ordering
of name-value pairs, white spaces in the content, or even the size of the content
depends on secret values. This concept is inspired from covert channels which
are distinguished in storage covert channels and timing covert channels.

We formalise storage side channels and describe a new method that allows de-
tecting them even in dynamic, i.e. noisy, protocols such as HTTP and languages
such as HTML. By applying it to real-world web applications, we test our method
and find that several widely used web applications contain obfuscated determin-
istic information leaks through storage side channels. The leaked information is
twofold: Firstly, it denotes whether or not a given user name is a valid admin-
istrative user. Secondly, it indicates the amount of hidden pictures in an online
gallery.

1.2.3 Exploiting Possibilistic Timing Side Channels

In Chapter 4, we show a new method to exploit special timing side channels
with the property that the timing differences can be influenced by the attacker
and model it as a possibilistic timing side channel. This method allows very
efficient timing side channel attacks even over noisy networks such as the Internet.
We point out that several widely used implementations of the XML Encryption
standard are vulnerable to timing attacks. To validate the attacks in practice,

4



1.3 Thesis Outline

we show that our method can decrypt XML Encryption messages in three hours
at the local host and in less than one week over the Internet.

1.2.4 Preventing Probabilistic Timing Side Channels

Finally, we model common existing timing side channels as probabilistic infor-
mation leaks in Chapter 5 and present a new method to mitigate them in web
applications. The method works by padding the response time using a Deter-
ministic and Unpredictable Delay (DUD). We show that DUD offers security
guarantees that can be freely traded with performance reduction. By applying
this method to real web applications containing timing side channels, we show
that the method offers an effective and performance efficient way to mitigate
timing side channels.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The following chapters are structured as follows: The classification of side chan-
nels is described in Chapter 2. The detection and attack of storage side channels—
a new type of side channels—is described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes our
research on exploiting possibilistic timing side channels and introduces a practical
attack against the XML Encryption standard. Our work on preventing proba-
bilistic timing side channels is presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes this
thesis and presents future work.

1.4 Publications

Parts of this thesis are based on already published papers or papers that are
under submission at the time of this writing. Chapter 3 builds upon the joint
work with Felix C. Freiling on storage side channels [FS11] that we presented at
IFIP SEC 2011.

The side channel attacks that we developed against the XML Encryption stan-
dard are presented in Chapter 4. They are joint work with Juraj Somorovsky and
Tibor Jager and currently under submission. The contributions of the authors
can be separated as follows: Jager and Somorovsky contributed Web Service and
cryptographic know-how and the attack idea. Schinzel contributed the underly-
ing method of the timing oracle and the timing attack implementation, which
was modelled as a possibilistic information leak.

The formalisation of the timing side channel mitigation method explained in
Chapter 5 was published at the Workshop on Constructive Side-Channel Anal-
ysis and Secure Design (COSADE) 2011 [Sch11]. Since then, we applied this
method to real-world applications and showed that the formalisation also holds

5
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in practice. The empirical analysis in Chapter 5 is based on an extended version
of this paper that is currently under submission.

6



Chapter2
Formalising Unintentional and Hidden
Information Leaks

2.1 Introduction

An information leak is the breach of the confidentiality of information, e.g.
through a successful side channel attack. In this chapter, we formalise uninten-
tional and hidden information leaks. The following section describes the scenario
of the attacker that we use in the subsequent chapters of this thesis. After that,
we show that the distinction between deterministic, possibilistic, and probabilis-
tic information leaks provides a useful classification of the difficulty to exploit a
particular side channel. Finally, we summarise this chapter in the last section.

2.2 Attacker Scenario

In the following chapters, we present novel attacks against networked applica-
tions and countermeasures to prevent them. To make these attacks easier to
understand, we explain the underlying attacker scenario of this thesis. Our at-
tacker wants to launch a side channel attack and takes the role of the client in a
traditional client-server topology. The server is the target of the attack and the
attacker actively sends requests to the server.

Specifically, our attacker is stealthy, which means that he only sends legitimate
requests to the server. A request is legitimate if it could also appear during
normal usage of the application.

Definition. Let R be the set of all possible requests, and Ru ⊆ R be the subset
of all requests that may occur during normal use of the target application at time
T . We write rt0 for a legitimate request r ∈ Ru at a given time t0 ∈ T .

7



2 Formalising Unintentional and Hidden Information Leaks

Definition. The set of sequences Qu contains all sequences of requests that may
appear during normal use. The set of sequences that an attacker sends is denoted
by Qa.

An example for such a sequence is

q ∈ Qu, rti ∈ Ru : q = 〈rt0 , rt1 , . . . , rtn〉

For our attacker, it is sufficient to solely produce sequences of requests that
comply with Qu. From the viewpoint of the server, the attacker’s request se-
quences Qa are indistinguishable from legitimate user’s requests, i.e. for any
q ∈ Qu ⇒ q ∈ Qa. Thus, an attack is not detectable by discerning only in-
dividual sequences.

In practice, however, there are ways to detect some side channel attacks. For
example, the attacker may need to perform the same request sequence q ∈ Qa

multiple times to confirm measurements in case that random noise hinders exact
measurements.

Definition. Let W be the set of all possible sequences of Qu and Wu be the set
of all legitimate sequences of Qu.

It is therefore possible that the attacker sends a sequence of sequences of re-
quests to the server that is not legitimate, i.e.:

∃w ∈ W : w /∈ Wu

Whether or not an attack is detected in practice depends on how closely the
server monitors the amount of requests per user (if at all) and on the patience of
the attacker. If the attacker anticipates that the server monitors usage patterns
of users, he could spread the attack over a long period of time instead of sending
the requests all at once. It is thus up to the attacker to camouflage such a direct
attack with the expense that the attack takes more time.

As the attacker solely sends out requests complying with the underlying proto-
col standards, it is also feasible for the attacker to transform multiple other users
into attacking drones. These attacking drones are unknowing users that send
special requests under the command of the attacker. Note that for this attack, it
is not necessary that the attacker fully controls the attacking drones. For exam-
ple, it is sufficient for the attacker to lure victims to a rogue web page that the
attacker controls in order to execute arbitrary HTTP cross site requests [Shi03].
Before that, the attacker has already inserted malicious HTML or JavaScript
code in this rogue web page that executes the attack in the user’s browser. In
this indirect attack, the attacker does not need to worry about the detection
of the attack, because from the viewpoint of the server, the attack is launched
by multiple other users. Here, the server may not be able to detect the attack,
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because all victims can send requests complying with Wu and the attacker can
repeat sequences of requests by adding more drones to the attack.

Additionally, we assume that our attacker has full control over his client com-
puter and can read the content of the server’s response on the network level.
Furthermore, the attacker can perform exact timing measurements, not only on
the request-response level, but also on the level of the timings between two con-
secutive response packets.

In theory, the response time can be calculated beforehand by accumulating the
response times of all statements in a process. This resulting response time, how-
ever, denotes the minimum execution time on a single user system. In reality,
most systems are multi-user systems in which many processes and threads com-
pete for shared resources such as processor, memory, and network. Because of
this, the actual response time not only depends on the statements in a process
and the clock speed of the processor, but also of the number of concurrently run-
ning processes. Therefore, in practice, the timings the attacker measures contain
some level of jitter, i.e. a positive and random-like delay that is added to the ac-
tual timing. This noise is unfavourable for the attacker because the information
retrieved from the timing channel blends with the jitter. To separate the infor-
mation from the jitter, the attacker has to create sophisticated filters to remove
the noise and to measure the actual processing time of the server [CWR09]. It is
therefore useful to distinguish attacker types by the existence of jitter.

We call an attacker, who has to deal with jitter that is equal or larger than
the timing differences to be measured, a weak attacker and an attacker who can
measure approximately exact timing differences a strong attacker. Intuitively, a
strong attacker poses a larger threat than a weak attacker. We therefore assume
that all attacks a weak attacker can perform, can also be performed by a strong
attacker, but not vice versa. An example for a weak attacker is an attacker
who has to perform the attack across multi hop networks that add substantial
amounts of jitter to the measurements, whereas a strong attacker can measure
timings directly at the local host. Note that a strong attacker is still a realistic
attacker, for example in cloud computing and especially in a Platform as a Service
environment. Here, different parties use the same service provider to host servers
as virtual machines (VM). It was shown that it is feasible for an attacker to rent a
VM at the Amazon Elastic Cloud (EC2) [Ama11] that is co-located on the same
physical hardware as the victim [RTSS09]. Attacking a VM from another VM
on the same physical hardware is similar to attacking a service on the local host,
i.e. both are strong attackers.

We perform the attacks shown in the following chapters on real systems con-
nected through real networks such as the Internet, being a weak attacker. If such
a weak attacker can perform the attack, a stronger attacker who can perform
measurements on the local host can also perform the same attack. As opposed
to this, we use a strong attacker to measure the effectiveness of our mitigation
methods. If a strong attacker cannot attack the server because of a mitigation,

9



2 Formalising Unintentional and Hidden Information Leaks

a weak attacker is also not able to perform the attack.
In this thesis, we analyse side channels appearing in the content or in the

timings of the response. Thus, the server leaks confidential information to the
unauthorised attacker through changes in the content and the timing behaviour.
The attacker does neither directly breach the integrity nor the availability of the
information. We note however, that if an attacker learns confidential information,
he may be able to also breach the integrity or availability of information. An
example for this is an attacker who learns access credentials to a system through
a side channel and later uses the credentials to log on to the system and to change
or delete information.

In the following section, we distinguish side channels into an ordinal set of four
classes. Each class denotes the effort for an attacker to detect, attack, and to
decode the information leaked through a particular side channel.

2.3 Detecting and Decoding Information Leaks

A typical side channel attacker solely sends benign requests to the server, ob-
serves the behaviour of the server, and infers secret information from analysing
the behaviour. This is different from a common information leak in which the
information is explicitly contained in the response, because the attacker needs to
infer secret information from seemingly benign information. We call this infer-
ence process decoding, i.e. the attacker needs to decode a side channel to learn the
secret information. Note, that in the subsequent chapters, we assume that the
attacker has some knowledge of how a secret value may look like. One way to do
this is through template attacks [CRR02], in which the attacker builds a system
identical to the targeted system. He then analyses the system for information
leaks and applies the found side channel attacks to the targeted system.

In the following, we explain the different ways how the information leaked
through side channels can be decoded.

2.3.1 Decoding Information Leaks

From the attacker’s point of view, the detection and decoding of different infor-
mation leaks requires different amounts of effort. We now formalise the decoding
of information leaks.

Definition. Let S denote the set of all secret information that must not leak to
the attacker and Ru be the set of all responses that normally appear in the system.
We model the server as the deterministic function f : S → Ru.

Examples for secret information are secret passwords or whether or not a partic-
ular dataset exists. Thus, an information leak appears for example if f generates
a response r ∈ Ru that directly contains a secret password s ∈ S as a byte string.
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Read Read/measure

Decode

(a) Direct deterministic information leak

Read/measure
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no

yes

(b) Probabilistic information leak

Figure 2.1: The detection of direct deterministic information leaks is trivial
whereas the detection of probabilistic information leaks requires much
effort.

Another, more sophisticated example appears if dynamic data in r changes de-
pending on whether a particular dataset exists.

If a response r ∈ Ru of a system directly contains the secret information s ∈ S,
the attacker can trivially detect the leak. This is the most trivial information leak
because the attacker does not need to decode the function. Figure 2.1a depicts
this as a state diagram. The attacker starts at the top node, can directly read the
information from the response, and is thus finished after a single step. We call
this type of information leak a direct deterministic information leak. As opposed
to this, if secret information only causes tiny differences in the response time of
the server, the attacker has to perform multiple measurements and a statistical
analysis to decode this information leak as shown in Figure 2.1b. This results
in much more effort for the attacker and we call this type of leak a probabilistic
information leak. As the required effort for the attacker to extract the information
leaked through a side channel influences the risk that the leak poses, the required
effort is an important property for the classification of side channels. Those two
classes span the spectrum for the decoding of information leaks from easiest to
hardest.

We now introduce two additional new classes that are located within the de-
scribed effort spectrum. Firstly, we extend direct deterministic information leaks
in a way such that the secret is not directly available, but only an encoded form
of the secret. In order to retrieve this secret, the attacker has to perform a de-
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Figure 2.2: Two new classes of decoding effort.

coding step as shown in Figure 2.2a. We call this leak an obfuscated deterministic
information leak. Because of the additional decoding step, the required decoding
effort is larger than a direct deterministic information leak. Secondly, we extend
the probabilistic view on information leaks to a possibilistic view in which a mea-
surement may or may not carry information about the secret (see Figure 2.2b).
As opposed to probabilistic information leaks, the attacker does not perform a
statistical analysis of multiple measurements, but focuses on the information that
single measurements carry. We call this class possibilistic information leak. The
corresponding decoding effort is higher compared to obfuscated information leaks
and lower compared to possibilistic information leaks.

In the following, we unite these four different classes of information leaks within
a classification. The classification is based on the effort for the attacker to decode
the information leaked through a side channel. We present the classes in the order
of ascending decoding effort.

2.3.2 Direct Deterministic Information Leaks

A direct deterministic information leak appears if a response r = f(s) directly
contains s as a substring.

Definition. We define r as a sequence of characters c such as
r ∈ Ru : 〈c0, c1, . . . , cn−1〉.

Definition. Let r′ be a substring of r, denoted by r′ < r such that r′ ∈ Ru :
〈ci+0, ci+1, . . . , ci+m〉 where i ≥ 0 and i+m < n.
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2.3 Detecting and Decoding Information Leaks

As an example, let r = 〈B, e, r, g, k, i, r, c, h, w, e, i, h〉 be a response, then r′ =
〈i, r, c〉 is a valid substring of r. As opposed to this, r′′ = 〈w, e, i, n〉 is not a valid
substring of r.

Here, the attacker can simply search and extract s out of r as shown in Fig-
ure 2.1a. Because the leak is deterministic, the attacker only needs to perform a
single measurement to detect such a leak and to retrieve s. To prove the absence
or presence of an direct deterministic information leak, the attacker has to deter-
mine once whether s is a substring of r. Under the assumption that r does not
contain a random value that coincidentally equals s, there is an information leak
iff s < r. In the case of s < r, the attacker can check whether this assumption
holds by repeating the measurement with different s.

Because this is a direct information leak, this information leak always appears
in the content of responses. For example, a direct deterministic information leak
is not possible through timing channels, because it is not possible to directly
represent information through timings. In the following section, we introduce
obfuscated deterministic information leaks, in which information is encoded and
modulated on some other channel.

2.3.3 Obfuscated Deterministic Information Leaks

An obfuscated deterministic information leak is similar to a direct deterministic
information leak, with the difference that s is not a substring of r, but an encoded
form of s is.

Definition. Let E be the set of all possible encoded forms of the secret values S,
then e : S → E is the function that encodes S to E, i.e. s ∈ S, o ∈ E : o = e(s).

As depicted in Figure 2.2a, the attacker faces the challenge to find an inverse
function of e such that e−1(e(s)) = s in order to retrieve s. To detect this type
of leak, the attacker has to retrieve two different responses r1, r2 ∈ Ru from the
server such that r1 = f(s1) and r2 = f(s2) with s1, s2 ∈ S ∧ s1 6= s2. Then, the
attacker compares r1 and r2. As we model f as a deterministic function, we note
that there is no information leak, iff r1 = r2.

A timing channel can be modelled as an obfuscated deterministic information
leak if there is a strong attacker as described in Section 2.2 and as sketched
earlier in Figure 1.1. These timing leaks have an negligible amount of jitter,
which means that the attacker can develop the function e−1 by measuring a
single response time and infer from there the value of s. An example for an
obfuscated deterministic storage side channel appears if the function e is the
Base64 encoding function [Jos03] and the Base64-encoded secret o is a substring
of r, i.e. o < r. Let the secret value be

s = 〈b, e, r, g, k, i, r, c, h, w, e, i, h〉
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2 Formalising Unintentional and Hidden Information Leaks

Delay of ft(s1) Jitter j1 Delay of ft(s2) Jitter j2

23us 27us 42us 8us

ft(s1) + j1 = ft(s2) + j2=50us

Table 2.1: Jitter may cancel out the timing differences of timing side channels

and its Base64-encoded form

o = 〈Y,m, V, y, Z, 2, t, p, c,m,N, o, d, 2, V, p, a, A,=,=〉

An obfuscated deterministic information leak appears here for example if

r = 〈<, b,> Y,m, V, y, Z, 2, t, p, c,m,N, o, d, 2, V, p, a, A,=,=, <, /, b, >〉

because r contains o as a substring.

2.3.4 Possibilistic Information Leaks

A possibilistic information leak appears if certain measurements carry more in-
formation than others. We now start with a timing side channel as an example.

Definition. Let T be the set of all possible response times and ft : S → T be the
deterministic function that produces a response time depending on S.

The attacker faces the challenge to find the function f−1
t : T → S by measuring

the response times belonging to particular s. In reality, this can be difficult,
because the attacker has to deal with jitter.

Definition. We define Jitter as j ∈ J ⊂ T : 0 ≤ j ≤ jmax, where jmax is the
maximum response time delay introduced by the jitter.

The attacker cannot directly measure ft(s), but only ft(s) + j.

Definition. Let ∆t be the difference of two response times for two different s,
such that ∆t ∈ T : ∆t = |ft(s2)− ft(s1)| ∧ s1 6= s2 ∧∆t 6= 0.

If jmax ≥ ∆t, the measurements are not perfectly distinguishable anymore, i.e.

∃j1, j2 ∈ J : |(ft(s2) + j2)− (ft(s1) + j1)| = 0

We show an example of this special case in Table 2.1. Here, ft indeed returns
different response times for different s but the jitter values cancel out the differ-
ences, which makes the measurements indistinguishable. In this case, we could
conclude that there is no timing side channel when in fact there is one.
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0

t1 = ft(s1) t2 = ft(s2)

Special case:
--> T(s=1) - T(s=0) > nmax - nmin (No Protection)

T

α = T1 \ T2 γ = T2 \ T1β = T1 ∩ T2

Possibilistic info leaks

α β γ

T1 = { t1 + j : j ∈ J }

T2 = { t2 + j : j ∈ J }

Figure 2.3: Model of possibilistic information leaks.

In the following, we define the addition of a single measurement t = ft(s) and
the set of all jitter J to result in the ordinal set of all timing measurements Ta
that an attacker can observe, i.e.

Ta = {t+ j : j ∈ J}

So in reality, the attacker cannot directly measure t but only a range of timings
with the minimum value t+ 0 and the maximum value t+ tmax. Specifically, the
attacker can only then infer that a measured timing t1 was generated from ft(s1),
iff

∀j1, j2 ∈ J, t ∈ T : t1 ∈ ((ft(s1) + j1) \ (ft(s2) + j2))

Figure 2.3 explains this graphically: The times an attacker measures can be
separated into the three different areas α, β, and γ such that

α = {t1 + j : j ∈ J} \ {t2 + j : j ∈ J}

β = {t1 + j : j ∈ J} ∩ {t2 + j : j ∈ J}

γ = {t2 + j : j ∈ J} \ {t1 + j : j ∈ J}

It is thus clear that any measurement t in α indicates t = ft(s1). Similarly, the
γ area denotes measurements from t = ft(s2). In the β area, ft(s1) and ft(s2)
are indistinguishable. An attacker therefore has to repeat the measurements as
long as t is in the β area. To prove the presence of an information leak, it is
sufficient to conclude ∃t : t ∈ α ∨ t ∈ γ. The absence of possibilistic information
leaks is hard to prove in practice because it is necessary to show ∀t : t ∈ β, i.e.
all response times need to be indistinguishable.

A possibilistic storage side channel appears as an extension to obfuscated infor-
mation leaks. Here, the deobfuscation function e−1 does not always retrieve the
correct s. An example for this could be a memory corruption in an application
in which the applications sent parts of possibly sensitive memory regions to the
attacker. Although we do not cover this type of information leak in this thesis,
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0

t1 = ft(s1) t2 = ft(s2)

Special case:
--> T(s=1) - T(s=0) > nmax - nmin (No Protection)
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Probabilistic info leaks

α
β

γ

T1 = { t1 + j : j ∈ J }

T2 = { t2 + j : j ∈ J }

α = T1 \ T2

β = T1 ∩ T2

γ = T2 \ T1

Figure 2.4: Model of probabilistic information leaks.

we note that there existed such leaks in the past. For example, Biondi noticed
that the 2.0 version of the Linux kernel sends the content of kernel memory in
some ICMP responses [Bio03]. Here, the attacker may need to repeat the attack
until some confidential information is returned.

2.3.5 Probabilistic Information Leaks

Probabilistic information leaks differ from possibilistic information leaks such that
timing differences ∆t are not only greater than or equal to jmax, but much greater,
denoted by ∆t � jmax. Here the probability of encountering t ∈ α ∨ t ∈ γ is
very low as shown in Figure 2.4. The attacker is better off by looking for another
way to decode s, which we describe in this section. As the single measurements t
carry very little information, an attacker can accumulate multiple measurements
to quantitatively analyse the distribution D of different measurement sets. Infor-
mation leaks iff the distribution of the response sets D(t1 +j : j ∈ J∧t1 = ft(s1))
and D(t2 + j : j ∈ J ∧ t2 = ft(s2)) are different.

It is not practical to analyse all possible measurements. Because of this, the
attacker takes a sample of n measurements, applies a filter to the measurements to
reduce the effect of the jitter and to approximate the actual response times. This
type of information leak requires the most effort for the attacker as the attacker
needs to perform many measurements to estimate the underlying distribution,
which increases the risk of being detected. Furthermore, the creation of effective
filters is known to be feasible but difficult [CWR09]. This probabilistic way of
decoding side channels is used by most research dealing with side channel attacks.
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Type of Information Leak Proof of Presence

Direct Determ. ∃s ∈ S : s < r
Obfuscated ∃s1, s2 ∈ S :

Determ. f(s1) 6= f(s2) ∧ s1 6= s2

Possibilistic ∃t : t ∈ α ∨ t ∈ γ
Probabilistic ∃s1, s2 ∈ S :

D(f(s1) + J) 6= D(f(s2) + J) ∧ s1 6= s2

Table 2.2: Proving the presence of the different information leak types.

Type of Information Leak Proof of Absence

Direct Determ. ∀s ∈ S : ¬(s < r)
Obfuscated ∀s1, s2 ∈ S :

Determ. f(s1) = f(s2) ∧ s1 6= s2

Possibilistic ∀t : t ∈ β
Probabilistic ∀s1, s2 ∈ S :

D(T1) = D(T2) ∧ s1 6= s2

Table 2.3: Proving the absence of the different information leak types.

A probabilistic storage side channel appears for example if s slightly influences
a uniformly distributed random number in a request, so that the uniform distri-
bution of the random number is skewed. The attacker needs to perform multiple
measurements to estimate the distribution of the random number. From the
distribution, the attacker can deduce s on a certain confidence level.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we described an attack scenario that is typical to side channel
attacks. Furthermore, we formalised information leaks through side channel vul-
nerabilities. Finally, we introduced four different classes of information leaks that
describe the effort for the attacker to exploit a given side channel. Table 2.2 sum-
marises how to prove the presence of a particular information leak and Table 2.3
summarises how to prove the absence of it.

In the following chapters, we cover the different side channel types presented in
the former sections. We do not explicitly cover direct deterministic information
leaks because the detection and mitigation of them is trivial as mentioned in
Section 2.3.2. Chapter 3 introduces storage side channel attacks that exploit
obfuscated deterministic information leaks. In Chapter 4, we develop a new
timing attack method to exploit possibilistic information leaks. Probabilistic
information leaks using a timing channel are among the most widely known side
channels. We present an efficient mitigation for this type of timing channel in
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Chapter 5. Table 2.4 summarises this mapping of the subsequent chapters to the
particular classification of side channels that we covered in this chapter.

Type of Information Leak Type of Side Channel Chapter

Obfuscated Deterministic Storage 3
Possibilistic Timing 4
Probabilistic Timing 5

Table 2.4: Mapping the types of information leaks to the chapters in this thesis
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Chapter3
Exploiting Obfuscated Deterministic
Storage Side Channels

In this chapter, we introduce storage side channels, a term that was inspired from
the distinction between covert timing channels and covert storage channels. We
show how to detect and attack storage side channels in the responses of networked
software applications and discuss possible mitigations.

3.1 Introduction

Inspired by the discrimination of covert timing channels and covert storage chan-
nels, we extend the general area of side channels by distinguishing storage side
channels from timing side channels. Whereas timing side channels on the World
Wide Web are known in the academic literature, to our knowledge there is no
well-founded research on the detection of storage side channels in web applica-
tions.

To fill this gap, we give a general method by which storage side channels can be
detected in web applications. As main example we show that in several existing
web applications with user management it is possible to find out whether a certain
high-privileged user account exists or not. This information is usually treated
as confidential because knowledge of high-privileged user names eases password
guessing and phishing attacks. In another example, we show that an online gallery
leaks the amount of hidden pictures in a given album to unprivileged users.

Side Channels in Web Applications: Related Work

Most related work has focused on constructing or detecting timing channels on
the web (see for example Felten and Schneider [FS00], Bortz, Boneh and Nandy
[BB07] or Nagami et al. [NMHK08]). A timing covert channel appears when
one “process signals information to another by modulating its own use of system
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3 Exploiting Obfuscated Deterministic Storage Side Channels

resources (e.g. CPU time) in such a way that this manipulation affects the real
response time observed by the second process” [oDS85].

Only comparatively few authors have investigated possible storage channels
on the web, i.e., channels that reside in the direct output of web applications.
Bowyer [Bow02] and Bauer [Bau04] describe the possibility of hidden covert chan-
nels in HTTP. Bowyer suggests using superfluous URL parameters to form an
upstream connection, and HTTP header fields or image steganography as down-
stream connection. Bauer chooses HTTP redirects, Cookies, referrer headers,
HTML elements or active content to hide communication over the HTTP pro-
tocol. Kwecka [Kwe06] summarises five different methods that were used to
create covert channels within application layer headers: Reordering of headers,
case modifications, use of optional fields and flags, adding a new field, and using
white space characters.

We are aware of only two papers on the detection of hidden storage channels
on the web. Chen et al. [CWZ10] detected a side channel in the packet size
of encrypted traffic between browser and several web applications that process
critical information such as healthcare information. They used a different at-
tacker model as the one we described in section 2.2. Their target was to detect
side channels that are visible for a man-in-the-middle who has access to the en-
crypted network traffic. Just from observing the size of the encrypted response
and mapping this size to application state-transitions, they were able to infer
what illness, medication, or surgeries the observed user had.

Borders and Prakash [BP09] present a method to determine the maximum
bandwidth of covert channels. They focus on covert channels where P is the web
browser and C is the web server, which is the opposite direction of our approach.
Their method neither detects, nor prevents covert channels, but focuses on de-
termining the upper boundary of a covert channel’s bandwidth. They analyse
storage covert channels that enabled P to purposefully pass information to C.
However, storage side channels appear if P accidentally and unknowingly passes
information to C.

Detecting Storage Side Channels in Web Applications

Detecting storage side channels in web applications is not trivial because HTTP
and HTML are dynamic. For example, HTTP uses several headers that contain
current time stamps. Two successive responses are therefore different because
they were not performed at exactly the same time. Furthermore, user input from
the HTTP request may be reflected in the HTTP header or in HTML content.
Even two identical requests may therefore result in different responses. Fur-
thermore, secure authentication methods or secure form processing requires the
inclusion of randomly generated strings, which will even be different for responses
that were generated at the same time.

In this chapter, we exhibit a method for detecting storage side channels by
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comparing the differences in multiple responses. We call a storage side chan-
nel hidden if users will not detect it by observing only the visible elements of
responses. In contrast to timing attacks, we measure differences in the content
of the responses of web applications. The idea is to correlate the differences of
web application responses with some secret information stored in the web server.
Storage side channels are noisy, i.e. if a user performs the same requests mul-
tiple times, many web applications will seemingly display the same content in
the user’s web browser. However, looking closely at the data of the web server’s
responses, one discovers that the responses differ slightly in many cases. We
show that by a structured analysis it is possible to detect those differences that
correlate with secret information, and are thus leaking information. Applying
this method to three practical systems (Typo3, Postfix Admin, and Zenith Im-
age Gallery), we were able to extract confidential information about existing user
names and private images in public galleries.

Focusing on storage channels instead of timing channels has several advantages
for the attacker:

• We found that around one dozen of HTTP responses are sufficient to detect
hidden storage side-channel vulnerabilities. If a hidden storage side-channel
was detected, information can be decoded using a single request. Timing
channels usually need many more measurements.

• The measurements can be performed in a non-intrusive manner. An at-
tacker may just normally use the web application and record the data ex-
changed between browser and web application. Afterwards, she analyses
the content for information leaks.

• In practice, the success of a timing attack depends on the jitter added
due to busy network conditions, the measurement methods applied, the
hypothesis testing method, and the actual timing difference to be mea-
sured [CWR09]. As opposed to this, our method will reliably detect hidden
storage side channels if only one bit changes and works independently of
network conditions or system load.

Contributions

In this chapter, we study obfuscated and deterministic information leaks in the
form of hidden storage side channels in web applications and make the following
three contributions:

• We formalise the context in which side channels in networked applications
occur and identify necessary and sufficient conditions for hidden storage
side channels to exist.
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• We develop a general method to detect hidden storage side channels in
networked applications and apply the method to web applications.

• We use our method to identify obfuscated deterministic information leaks
in three common web applications: the popular content management sys-
tem Typo3 [The11], Postfix Admin [Adm10], which is a web-based ad-
ministration system for the popular email server Postfix, and Zenith Image
Gallery [Cyb07], a web-based image gallery.

Outlook

This chapter is structured as follows: We explain the background of this chapter
in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 we introduce a formal model of hidden storage
side channels and give a necessary and sufficient condition for their existence.
In Section 3.4 we derive a detection technique for such channels in networked
applications and adapt the method to HTTP and HTML web pages in Section 3.5.
In Section 3.6, we apply the method to three well-known web applications. We
conclude this chapter in Section 3.7.

3.2 Background

In this section, we describe topics that are necessary for grasping the contributions
we make in this chapter. The next section describes HTTP and HTML from the
viewpoint of storage side channels. After this, we give a literature overview of the
different definitions of covert channels. We do this in order to find similarities
and differences of covert channels and side channels, and to transfer concepts
from the lager body of literature of covert channels to side channels.

3.2.1 Redundant Information in HTTP and HTML

The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [FGM+99] is a simple and human-
readable protocol that is widely used on the Internet. The client-side browser
sends a HTTP request to the server and the server subsequently sends a response.
Figure 3.1 shows a common POST request. A request consists of a header and a
body, which are separated by a single empty line. The header contains informa-
tion such as the path of the server-side resource (e.g. /index.php), the domain of
the target web site (e.g. www.example.de), and time stamps. The request body
contains data that the user sends to the server, in this case it is the variable a
and the value 1.

Figure 3.2 contains a HTTP response that also contains header and body sepa-
rated by a single empty line. The header contains the status code of the operation,
caching information, time stamps, or session handling-related fields. The body
may contain any content such as images, binary data, or text. The data in the
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POST / index . php HTTP/1 .1
Host : www1. cs . fau . de
Accept : t ex t /html
Re f e r e r : http :// pi1 . in f o rmat ik . uni−mannheim . de
Content−Type : a p p l i c a t i o n /x−www−form−ur lencoded
Content−Length : 3

a=1

Figure 3.1: A POST HTTP request.

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date : Wed, 24 Mar 2010 12 : 50 : 26 GMT
Server : Apache / 2 . 2 . 9
Expires : Thu , 19 Nov 1981 0 8 : 5 2 : 00 GMT
Last−Modif ied : Wed, 24 Mar 2010 12 : 50 : 2 6 GMT
Content−Type : t ex t /html ; cha r s e t=i so −8859−1
Content−Length : 2342

<html>
<head><t i t l e>T i t l e</ t i t l e></head>
<body>
<p>Hel lo s i d e channel !</p>
. . .

Figure 3.2: A HTTP response transporting HTML content.

body can be dynamic in a sense that the server generates the content specifically
for each incoming request. The client has no means to forecast what type and
size of content the web server returns.

An example of content that often appears in the body of an HTTP response
is the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) [BLC95] HTML is a typesetting
language that is widely used to layout web pages. It uses XML-like tags as
layout instructions and can be combined with client-side scripting languages such
as JavaScript. The body of the HTTP response in Fig. 3.2 shows an excerpt of
an HTML page.

The web browser parses the HTML content and creates a Document Object
Model (DOM) from it. During this step, white spaces are usually discarded,
i.e. the indentation of the HTML content is lost. In the next step, the browser
transforms the DOM into a bitmap that it displays in the browser frame.

Note that not all information in the DOM affects the displayed bitmap. For
example, certain meta information in the HTML header is usually ignored. Fur-
thermore, there are various ways to hide data even if it would normally affect the
bitmap. It is important to note that a substantial amount of data transported
in HTTP and HTML does not affect the final bitmap in the user’s web browser.
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3 Exploiting Obfuscated Deterministic Storage Side Channels

Because of this, there is room for hidden information channels as we show later
in this chapter.

3.2.2 Covert Channels

In this section, we review the related literature of side channels. From our view-
point, side channels are similar to covert channels, with the difference that side
channels unintentionally leaks information whereas with covert channels, the
sender intentionally sends information to the receiver. In the following, we re-
view the existing literature for definitions of covert channels. The reason for this
is that we want to find special properties of covert channels that have not yet
been applied to side channel analysis. That way, we may find new types of side
channels.

Covert channels exist almost everywhere. For example, the scheduler in an
operating system can be used as a covert channel between two isolated processes
P , the producer, and C, the consumer, to communicate a single bit value in the
following way: If P wants to send a 0 to C, it starts an intensive computation for
a certain amount of time. Otherwise (if it wants to send 1), it remains idle. Now
process C can learn the bit by checking the CPU usage of the entire system.

Covert channels have long since been the nightmare of researchers aiming to
protect confidentiality of data. In multi-level security [Com10], users and data
are classified according to different clearance levels like unclassified, secret or top
secret. In such systems, secret or top secret information should under no circum-
stances leak to unclassified users. This should hold, even if process processing
confidential information contains malicious logic (like a Trojan horse). These
concerns lead to many advances in access control models and techniques, as well
as to covert channel analysis techniques. In the following, we give an overview
on the different definitions in covert channel research.

The scientific community started thinking about covert channels in computer
systems as early as 1973. Back then, Lampson introduced covert channels in his
seminal paper as “those not intended for information transfer at all” [Lam73]
and in the meantime, covert channels got an substantial amount of attention by
researchers.

Kemmerer [Kem83] distinguished covert channels in timing channels and stor-
age channels and introduced the subjects sending process, receiving process, and
shared resource (R). We adopt the concepts of sending process and receiving pro-
cess as information producer (P ) and information consumer (C), respectively, in
our system model to emphasise that our focus is on attacks over networks.

In 1983, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) defined covert channels in the
Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (Orange Book) [oDS85] as a means
to transfer data in a way that violates the system security policy. Using covert
storage channels, P indirectly or directly writes to a shared storage location R
and C indirectly or directly reads from R.
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Covert timing channels appear when two processes communicate over legitimate
channels and P is able to modulate its own response time. More precisely, a
timing covert channel “signals information to another by modulating its own
use of system resources (e.g., CPU time) in such a way that this manipulation
affects the real response time observed by the second process” [oDS85]. A storage
covert channel “involves the direct or indirect writing of a storage location by
one process and the direct or indirect reading of the storage location by another
process” [oDS85]. The definition in the Orange Book also formulates that covert
channels with a low bandwidth present a lower threat than a covert channel
with a higher bandwidth. A high bandwidth of covert channels is defined as
more than 100 bits per second, because this was the rate at which computer
terminals were run at that time. A bandwidth of less than 1 bit per second
is defined as acceptable in most application environments. Note that a word-
for-word interpretation of this definition means that it is acceptable that a ten-
character password (80 bit) leaks in one and a half minutes, which is not at all
acceptable in most of today’s systems.

The DoD further refined the requirements for the detection and the prevention
of covert channels in the Light Pink Book [U.S93] in 1993. It gave a compre-
hensive overview on the contemporary literature of covert channels and defined
channels as covert if they are neither designed nor intended for information trans-
fer. Furthermore, in the document there are three more informal definitions of
three concrete covert channels that were published in the past. The fifth and
last definition describes that a channel is covert if and only if the communication
partners are not legally allowed to communicate.

McHugh [McH95] offers another overview on the topic of covert channels and
states requirements for benign channels, i.e. covert channels that are not relevant
from the security view. They are:

• “The sender and the receiver are the same object”

• “The sender is allowed to communicate directly with the receiver under the
system’s security policy”

• “There is no effective way to utilise the signalling mechanism”

Part I of the Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation
defined a covert channel as “enforced, illicit signalling channel that allows a user
to surreptitiously contravene the multi-level separation policy and unobservability
requirements of the TOE (Target of Evaluation)” [Com98].

The Internet Security Glossary (RFC 2828 [Shi00]) defines any channel as covert
that “permits two cooperating entities, without exceeding their access autho-
risations, to transfer information in a way that violates the system’s security
policy” [Shi00].

The definition of Tsai et al. underlines that a channel is only then covert if
it violates the system security policy: “given a non-discretionary security policy
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model M and its interpretation I(M) in an operating system, any potential
communication between two subjects I(Sh) and I(Si) of I(M) is covert if and
only if any communication between the corresponding subjects Sh and Si of the
model M is illegal in M” [TGC90].

In 2009, Dürmuth noted in his dissertation that covert channels also appear in
environments, in which P and C are allowed to communicate, but want to hide it
by communicating over a covert channel that is unlikely to be detected by a third
party [Dür09]. According to most of the other definitions, this would qualify as
a benign channel, but Dürmuth defines channels as covert if they are difficult to
detect. This concept borrows from the ideas of steganographic channels, which
is defined as:

• “While cryptography is about protecting the content of messages, steganog-
raphy is about concealing their very existence” [KP00]

• “Steganography is usually interpreted to mean hiding information in other
information” [KP00]

Summarising, the distinction between storage covert channels and timing side
channels seems like a promising idea, which we will investigate in the later sec-
tions.

3.3 Storage Side Channels in Networked Applications

We now abstract from concrete network protocols and investigate general net-
worked applications and their susceptibility to side channels. Our system model
for storage side channels is depicted in Fig. 3.3. It consists of an information
producer P and an information consumer C. Both are modelled as deterministic
state automata. Both P and C are connected through a shared resource R. In
our case, R can be thought of as a network connection such as one using TCP
over the Internet. Abstractly, R just allows to reliably transport a stream of bytes
from P to C. The information that P sends to C can be any “high-level” digital
object, e.g. a graph, a web page or a spreadsheet. P carefully constructed the
high-level object in a way so that it only contains information that C is allowed to
see. Producer P uses an encoding function ϕ that maps the high-level object into
a bytestream suitable for transport over R. Similarly, C uses a decoding func-
tion ψ that transforms the received bytestream into the same high-level object
again. Note that P ’s high-level object is the same as C’s high-level object. As
the side channel is deterministic and obfuscated through an encoding function,
the side channel forms an obfuscated deterministic information leak as described
in Section 2.3.3.

Formally, let H denote the set of all abstract “high-level” objects and L denote
the set of all allowed byte-sequences that can be transported over R. We assume
that L is closed under subsequences, i.e., if x ∈ L and x′ is a subsequence of x then
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Figure 3.3: System model for hidden storage side channels.

x′ ∈ L as well. We use x · y to denote the concatenation of two byte-sequences
x, y ∈ L.

Using this notation, ϕ is a function that maps elements from H to L, and ψ is
a function that maps elements from L to H.

3.3.1 Definition of Hidden Storage Side Channels

A covert channel is a unidirectional communication channel that allows P to
covertly communicate with C over R. P and C agreed on ϕ and ψ beforehand.
The purpose of those channels is to hide the fact that P communicates with C
over R.

Side channels are similar to covert channels because P unintentionally com-
municates with C over R. Side channels do not appear on purpose but appear
accidentally during system construction. C’s challenge is to discover and decode
the side channel in order to get the information from P .

Intuitively, a storage side channel allows C to infer a secret value from the
content that P sent. A hidden storage side channel is a storage side channel
that can only be detected in low-level values from L, as the high-level values are
identical so that an observer of H will not detect the differences.

In general, we assume that the decoding function ψ is the inverse of the encoding
function ϕ, i.e., ∀h ∈ H : ψ(ϕ(h)) = h. However, many encoding formats in
practice contain redundancy in the sense that the same high level objects can be
encoded differently by ϕ. This can cause hidden storage side-channels, as we now
explain.

Abstractly, a storage side channel regarding some secret information exists if
P encodes some object h ∈ H dependent on some secret (see Fig. 3.3). For
example, if the secret consists of just one bit, P could encode h into l1 if the bit
is 0, and into l2 6= l1 if the bit is 1. If both l1 and l2 will be decoded into the same
high-level object h again, hidden storage side channels appear. Investigating the
encoding of l1 and l2 reveals the secret.
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3.3.2 A Necessary and Sufficient Requirement

Note that our system model subsumes the scenario of Kemmerer [Kem83] since
P and C are connected through a direct communication link. Therefore, it is
clear that side channels may exist. However, we refine Kemmerer’s conditions to
our case and derive a sufficient requirement for hidden storage side channels to
exist in our system model.

It is sufficient for storage side channels to exist in our system model if there
exist ψ-synonyms in L, i.e. there exist distinct values l1 and l2 in L that ψ maps
into the same value in H, formally:

∃l1, l2 ∈ L : l1 6= l2 ∧ ψ(l1) = ψ(l2)

To prove that this is a sufficient condition we have to show how a hidden storage
side channel can be constructed. This is rather straightforward, as explained
above: Depending on the secret s, the producer (possibly unintentionally) selects
either l1 (for s = 0) or l2 (for s = 1). By investigating the low-level encoding of
the message, i.e., before applying ψ, the consumer can learn the value of s.

We now argue that the condition of ψ-synonyms is also a necessary condition.
For this we have to prove that the existence of hidden storage side channels
implies that ψ-synonyms hold on the encoding.

So assume that we have a system in which hidden storage side channels exist.
From the definition of storage side channel and in contrast to timing side channel,
we know that information is transported using the content of messages exchanged
over R. Since the channel is hidden, the channel is not visible on the level of H.

There are two cases to consider:

1. The content directly reflects secret information, i.e., a value l1 implies s = 0
and l2 implies s = 1. In this case, we directly have the condition of ψ-
synonyms.

2. The content reflects secret information via the order of byte sequences ex-
changed over R. In the simplest case, this means that there are two byte
sequences l and l′ such that l · l′ encodes s = 0 and l′ · l encodes s = 1. Note
that ψ(l · l′) must be equal to ψ(l′ · l). In this case, choose l1 = l · l′ and
l2 = l′ · l and the condition of ψ-synonyms holds again.

So overall, if hidden storage side channels exist, then the requirement of ψ-
synonyms must hold. Therefore, the requirement is not only sufficient but also
necessary.

Note that the requirement of ψ-synonyms may imply more concrete sufficient
conditions such as:

• ψ-commutativity, i.e., ∃l1, l2 ∈ L : ψ(l1 · l2) = ψ(l2 · l1). Here, secret infor-
mation can be transmitted using the ordering of low-level byte sequences.
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• ψ-optionality, i.e., ∃l1, l2 ∈ L : ψ(l1 · l2) = ψ(l1). Here, secret information
can be transmitted by using the existence of a low-level byte sequence.

3.3.3 Refined Attacker Scenario

We assume that the attacker is in full control over the information consumer.
The goal of the attacker is to deduce the secret that resides in the information
producer P . The allowed interactions between the attacker and P must conform
to the protocol used on the shared resource (e.g. HTTP), i.e., we do not consider
protocol-specific attacks. Thus, the attacker only produces those requests that
may also appear during normal use of the application, i.e. r ∈ Ru.

3.4 Detecting Storage Side Channels in Networked
Applications

We now study the question, how to detect the existence of storage side channels
for a given networked application. This is a non-trivial task since the dependency
of the low-level encoding on the secret may not be known or may be time or
context dependent.

3.4.1 Secret-dependent and Secret-independent Differences

Consider the case where P leaks secret information over a storage side channel to
C and this secret consists of one bit s. Now assume two possible worlds a and b
that are identical in all aspects except the value of the secret bit s: In world a we
have s = 0 and in world b we have s = 1. P now sends a message via R to C. Let
A denote the message sent in world a, and let B denote the message sent in world
b. If a and b are identical except for the values of s, then any difference between
A and B is a direct influence of the difference of the secret value. (Recall that
both P and C are deterministic automata.) Hence, measuring the differences
between A and B yields secret-dependent differences in messages.

Ideally, we want to identify secret-dependent differences since they can be used
to infer the value of s. However, in practice, it is difficult to construct two
identical worlds a and b in which P has absolutely the same state (even using
virtualisation). To make our method more robust and practical, we allow ob-
serving messages at different points in time as shown in Fig. 3.4. If we send two
successive messages A0 and A1 in world a, for example, then we can measure
the differences between these two messages. Since s = 0 for both messages, any
differences between A0 and A1 must be secret-independent. Secret-independent
differences can result from different times or relative orders of the sending of A0

and A1. Now assume that a message in world a is sent at time t0 and another
message in world b is sent at time t1. Let A0 denote the former and B1 denote
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Figure 3.4: Realistic measurements yield a mix of secret-dependent and secret-
independent differences. The challenge is to reliably extract secret-
dependent differences from the mix.

the latter message. If we compare A0 and B1, we find a composition of secret-
dependent and secret-independent differences (see Fig. 3.4). The challenge is
to identify the secret-dependent differences and associate them with particular
values of s. In the following section, we describe our method that we used to
successfully uncover storage side channels in web applications.

3.4.2 Definitions and Notation

The key challenge for the detection of storage side channels is to distinguish
secret-independent differences from secret-dependent differences. In this section,
we formalise our method to reliably detect storage side-channels in networked
software applications. Let A be a byte sequence A = a0, a1, a2, . . .. We define an
edit e of A to be a tuple (p, q) such that

1. p ∈ N : 0 ≤ p < |A| and

2. q ∈ N : 0 ≤ q ≤ |A| − p.

Intuitively, an edit describes a “change” of the byte sequence, more specifically a
removal of q bytes starting at position p. We formalise this by defining what it
means to apply an edit to a byte sequence.

Let e = (p, q) be an edit of A. The application of e to A, denoted A|e is the
byte sequence resulting from removing q bytes starting at index p in A, formally:

A|e = a0, a1, . . . , ap−1, ap+q, ap+q+1, . . .
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Here are some examples: Assume A is the byte sequence “01234”. Then A|0,2 =
234, A|1,3 = 04, A|4,1 = 0123, A|2,1 = 0134 and A|1,0 = 01234. In contrast, both
A|2,4 and A|5,0 are undefined because both (2, 4) and (5, 0) are not edits of A.

We now describe what it means to apply multiple edits to A. We say that an edit
(p, q) is compatible with edit (p′, q′) iff (if and only if) p+ q < p′. Intuitively, two
edits are compatible if they affect different parts of A. They are not compatible
(incompatible) if they overlap. For example, for A = 01234, edit (1, 3) and (4, 1)
are compatible whereas (1, 4) and (4, 1) are incompatible.

Let E be the set of all possible edits of A and E = e1, e2, e3, . . . , en be a sequence
of n edits of A such that for all i, 0 < i < n, ei is compatible with ei+1. The
application of E to A, denoted A|E, is defined as:

(. . . ((A|en)|en−1)|en−2 . . .)|e1

Note that the definition applies edits in reverse order, i.e., starting with en. This
is not a necessary requirement as edits could be applied in any order. However,
it simplifies the definition since index numbers for subsequent edits en−1, en−2, . . .
remain the same.

In the next step, we use the notion of edits to define the longest common
subsequence and a special difference operator ∆. Let A and B be two byte
sequences. The byte sequence x is a common subsequence (CS) of A and B iff
there exists two sequences of compatible edits EA and EB such that A|EA

= x
and B|EB

= x. In other words, x can be constructed from A by applying EA to
A and x can be constructed from B by applying EB to B.

The byte sequence x is a longest common subsequence (LCS) of A and B if x
is a common subsequence of A and B and |x| is maximal. We denote this by
writing x = LCS (A,B).

Note that there can be multiple LCS s for pairs of byte sequences. For example,
for A = 212 and B = 121 there are two longest common subsequences, namely
21 and 12. In our implementation, we chose to return the “leftmost” LCS of the
left parameter, i.e. LCS (212, 121) = 21 and LCS (121, 212) = 12.

We are now ready to define the “difference” operator ∆ that will be important in
our method to detect storage side channels. Let A and B be two byte sequences.
The operation A ∆ B results in a compatible sequence of edits E of A such that
A|E = LCS (A,B). In other words, E is the sequence of edits needed to produce
out of A a longest common subsequence of A and B. For example, let A = 212
and B = 121, then A ∆ B = (2, 1) and A|(2,1) = 21.

3.4.3 The Difference Algorithm

In practice, secret-independent differences often result from dynamic values like
session identifiers or time stamps. Note that for time dependent values, the time
period during which the measurements were taken is important. For example,
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Figure 3.5: The difference algorithm.

if the day field of a time stamp changes only after 24 hours (once every day),
we will not be able to observe this dependency if all measurements are taken
within the same day. For two such byte strings A1 and A2, we must expect
|LCS (A1, A2)| > 0, i.e., even two randomly generated byte strings are likely to
have an LCS with non-zero length. So the idea is to incrementally compute
the LCS of a sequence of byte strings A1, A2, A3, . . ., i.e., first LCS (A1, A2),
then LCS (LCS (A1, A2), A3), then LCS (LCS (LCS (A1, A2), A3), A4), etc. At some
point, say while going from Ai to Ai+1, the length of the resulting byte sequence
will not change any more. This means that all random elements have been
eliminated from all Ai, i.e., we have computed the “static core” of the response
sequence Ai.

We will now generalise our observations into an algorithm to identify secret-
dependent differences. Fig. 3.5 shows a graphical representation of the following
steps.

1. Record n responses with s = 0 (denoted A1, A2, . . . , An) and n responses
with s = 1 (denoted B1, B2, . . . , Bn). The value of n depends on how many
responses are required to detect all dynamic parts in the response’s content.
Section 3.6.1 introduces empirical values of n for different applications.

2. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n recursively calculate

XA =

{
A1 for i = 1
Ai|Ai∆Xi−1

for 1 < i ≤ n

Compute XB similarly using responses Bi. Intuitively, the byte sequences
XA and XB correspond to the “static” parts of Ai and Bi, respectively, in
which any secret-independent differences are removed. Finding the secret-
independent differences EA of a response A1 is straight forward: EA =
XA ∆ A1.
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3. Now compute E = XA ∆ XB. The set E contains an approximation of
all secret-dependent differences. If E 6= ∅ the probability of a storage side
channel is high.

Looking closely at the edits in E it is often possible to decode the storage side
channel, as we show in the following sections where we apply this method to
real-world web applications.

3.4.4 Discussion

Our method produces a byte accurate distinction between secret-dependent dif-
ferences (storage side channel), static parts and secret-independent differences
(noise) in responses of networked software applications. So far, we analysed
those storage side channels, where a position in the response is changed or not
depending on a secret. Furthermore, our method can be used in future work
as the foundation of the analysis of storage side channels where the value at a
fixed position correlates to a secret. To analyse the existence of value storage
side channels, the analyst has to perform a probabilistic analysis of the values of
secret-independent differences.

3.5 Application of Method to HTTP/HTML

We now apply our method to web applications in which we wish to detect storage
side channels. Such side channels can be, for example, the information whether
a certain user account exists in a web application. Another example is the fact
whether certain data items (such as images) are stored in a database. We start
by verifying whether the condition of ψ-synonyms is satisfied in HTTP/HTML.
Then, the attacker has to perform two steps. First, the attacker needs to find out
whether the targeted application leaks the required information over a storage
channel. Second, given that the targeted application is vulnerable to storage side
channels, the attacker creates a search pattern. If the search pattern is applied
to a single response, the attacker can find out the secret.

3.5.1 Storage Side Channels in HTTP and HTML

We now apply our system model to HTTP and HTML, and define that P is the
web server, C is the web client, and R is the TCP channel between C and P .
The set of high-level objects H consists of all web pages in the form of bitmaps
displayed in C’s web browser. The set of low-level objects L is the set of all ASCII
sequences sent over R. Therefore, ϕ is the function used by P that “turns” a web
page’s intended bitmap into a valid HTML document and attaches it to a HTTP
response before it is sent via R to C. The function ψ is the parser in C’s web
browser that reads the content of the HTTP response, creates the page’s bitmap,
and displays it on the screen of C.
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HTTP responses contain a set of common headers, one of which is the Server
header. The value of this data field is usually set to the particular type and version
of the web server. However, this value is almost never used by the client and can
therefore be set arbitrarily without affecting the web page displayed in C’s web
browser. Other examples for synonyms come from the fact that HTTP header
fields are not case sensitive, i.e. “date” and “dATe” denote the same header field
name. Moreover, HTML allows including meta information (e.g. author) in the
HTML header which can be set to arbitrary values without affecting the content
displayed in the browser.

Looking at the more concrete condition of commutative sequences, URL pa-
rameters of HTTP headers are commutative and are therefore sufficient for the
potential existence of storage side-channels. The order of HTML tags does gen-
erally matter with some exceptions. However, the position of JavaScript code in
the HTML, for example, does not matter in many cases.

Let l1, l2 be two HTTP header fields, then ∃l1, l2 ∈ L : ψ(l1 · l2) = ψ(l2 · l1),
which matches the ψ-commutativity criterion for storage side channels.

Looking at the concrete condition of optionality, both HTTP and HTML con-
tain a lot of examples, for example white spaces in HTTP and HTML that sepa-
rate data fields. Multiple adjacent white spaces are usually ignored when HTML
is parsed in a DOM. Furthermore, HTML allows the creation of custom HTML
tags. If the browser encounters unknown tags, it will ignore it. The same is true
for unknown HTTP headers in responses.

To summarise, HTML as well as HTTP allow synonymous values and are there-
fore potentially vulnerable to storage side channels.

3.5.2 Detecting Storage Side Channels in Web Applications

If the targeted software is freely available, the attacker can create user accounts
at will, which is the best case. If the targeted application is running in a single
instance, we assume that it is feasible for the attacker to guess two valid user
names and two invalid user names. Note that the method also works with only one
known user name and one non-existent user name but may yield false positives,
e.g. when the user name used in the login request will be reflected in the response.
As these two user names are different, our method could flag the position where
they are reflected in the response as secret-dependent difference even though it
is secret-independent.

As a precondition for our first attack scenario, the attacker needs to know at
least two existing user names and two non-existent user names in one instance
of the targeted software. The attacker performs n login requests with known
to be valid user names and records the responses Ai. All login requests in this
scenario will fail because the attacker does not know any valid password in the
target system. Thus, the system will always return an error message. He then
calculates XA from all responses and observes the decreasing length of the static
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i Excerpt of Ai Excerpt of Xi

1 f="35018d1af7184bad10944cb617677c99" f="35018d1af7184bad10944cb617677c99"

2 f="b50cbc351f525fcad0cb0fc97e080b29" f="501fad0cbc99"

3 f="d4636195f85aa97be8536b762040aa92" f="1fab9"

4 f="0b33ab736e3e30b6ed194a76cf214dac" f="ab9"

5 f="07c16ff3fd5beb4ef5d8f5cb343315b4" f="b"

6 f="62406154e66897fec7495048b8f5b00b" f="b"

7 f="cb9a053a26136fa02e8daec91ee33691" f="b"

8 f="952fd6b974853c6d51d4651ef621e2ba" f="b"

9 f="65dd8e9169270a9f4556187d53edf81e" f=""

Table 3.1: Recursively removing dynamic parts of HTML content, in this case a
random session token of a HTML form (n = 9).

part. In parallel, the attacker performs n login requests with invalid user names
and records the responses (Bi). Again, these login attempts will fail because the
user name does not exist. Then, he calculates XB. The number of responses n
was large enough if the LCS of the responses stays constant for larger n.

Table 3.1 shows how more and more dynamic content is removed while calcu-
lating XA. For the content excerpt in the table, n = 9 measurements were enough
to remove the dynamic parts.

The attacker then calculates the set of edits (E) representing secret-dependent
differences. If E 6= ∅, the application leaks information about whether a user
name exists through a storage side channel.

For our second attack scenario, the attacker needs to have access to at least
one gallery containing no private pictures (A) and another gallery with at least
one private picture (B). The attacker records n responses of A and n responses
of B and calculates XA, XB, and E. If E 6= ∅, the application leaks information
about whether private images exist in a gallery through a storage side channel.

For the implementation of our algorithm, we chose the LCS algorithm of My-
ers [Mye86]. It has near linear time and space requirements with regard to the
size of the two responses that need be compared. A Java implementation of the
algorithm performed around 70 LCS operations per second on responses with 12
Kilobytes.

3.5.3 Exploiting Storage Side Channels in Web Applications

The attacker now creates a search pattern from the secret-dependent edits in
E. The application of this pattern to the response of a login request to any
instance of the vulnerable web application determines whether the login request
was performed using a valid or invalid user name.

The calculation of E was a one time effort. From now on, the attacker can
learn about the existence of a chosen user name with a single request and on any
system on the web which runs the vulnerable software. The quality of the results
is independent of the network conditions and of the amount of changed bytes in
the secret-dependent difference.
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Non-existent user name (A, s=0)

n

Figure 3.6: Recursively removing secret-independent differences from a set of re-
sponses.

In the following, we apply our method to three real-world examples.

3.6 Applying the Method to Real Applications

In this section, we apply our method to real-world web applications and check
whether we find storage side channels in them.

3.6.1 Example 1: Storage Side Channels in Typo3

In our first example, we analyse whether the user authentication logic of the
backend administration interface of Typo3 [The11] version 3.6.0rc2-0.0.1, an open
source and well-known content management system (CMS), is vulnerable of stor-
age side channels. For this, we installed a copy of Typo3 in our lab. By default,
Typo3 already creates one administrative user account (admin) during installa-
tion. It is possible to delete or rename this user name after installation, but we
can assume that not all web administrators do this. Although we performed the
measurements in our lab, this measurement could have been performed at any
Typo3 instance on the web.

Let s be the boolean value denoting whether a user name exists. We now record
a set of responses from login attempts with valid user names and another set
with invalid user names. We then generate the “static core” of both sets, namely
XA and XB. The set of edits E = XA∆XB yields the set of secret-dependent
differences.

Figure 3.6 denotes the progress of producing XA and XB. After roughly n = 12
comparisons, the sizes of XA and XB do not change any more.

Interestingly, the different sizes of XA and XB correlates with s and therefore
suggests that the analysed functionality is vulnerable of storage side channels.
Unfortunately, the size of the response will most certainly differ among several
installations because of site-specific customisations of the web page and the web
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Figure 3.7: The positions of secret-independent differences in a response of
Typo3.
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Figure 3.8: The positions of secret-dependent differences in a response of Typo3.

server type and configuration. An attacker would therefore need to analyse the
response size for each target before performing the actual attack, which makes the
attack easier to detect. Furthermore, if the web page contains secret-independent
dynamic data with differing size, e.g. from a news ticker or changing ads, the re-
sponse size is dynamic as well, which would require additional probabilistic anal-
ysis and even more measurements. Our method is immune to these disturbances
as it produces the exact positions of secret-dependent differences, which allows
the creation of search patterns for this particular change.

Fig. 3.7 shows the positions of secret-independent differences in the byte stream
of XA. It is apparent that some values in the header, presumably time stamps,
and one position in the HTML body change independently of s. Fig. 3.8 shows
secret-dependent differences which form a storage side channel. This storage side
channel leaks the existence of a given administrative user name. Note, that our
method distinguishes secret-independent differences and secret-dependent differ-
ences even if they overlap, as it is the case here. It seems that the differences
are located in the HTTP headers, because the positions of the secret-dependent
differences are far to the left.

Fig. 3.9 shows a direct comparison of the HTTP headers generated with s = 0
and s = 1, respectively. The secret-dependent differences are highlighted in both

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Mon, 25 Jan 2010 11:47:45 GMT
Server: Apache/2.2.9 (Debian) PHP/5.2.6-1+lenny4 with Suhosin-Patch
X-Powered-By: PHP/5.2.6-1+lenny4
Expires: 0
Cache-Control: no-cache, must-revalidate
Pragma: no-cache
Last-Modified: Mon, 25 Jan 2010 11:47:45 GMT
Vary: Accept-Encoding
Content-Type: text/html;charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Length: 5472

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Mon, 25 Jan 2010 11:47:55 GMT
Server: Apache/2.2.9 (Debian) PHP/5.2.6-1+lenny4 with Suhosin-Patch
X-Powered-By: PHP/5.2.6-1+lenny4
Expires: Thu, 19 Nov 1981 08:52:00 GMT
Last-Modified: Mon, 25 Jan 2010 11:47:55 GMT
Cache-Control: no-store, no-cache, must-revalidate, post-check=0, pre-check=0
Pragma: no-cache
Vary: Accept-Encoding
Content-Type: text/html;charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Length: 5472

Non-existent user name (s=0) Existing user name (s=1)

Figure 3.9: Secret-dependent changes in Typo3’s HTTP header that depend on
whether a user name exists.
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A(s = 0) B(s = 1)
# required responses to remove s-dependent differences (n) 12
Total size of response 5675 5610
# s-independent bytes 39 39
# s-dependent bytes 171 105

Table 3.2: Summary of the response’s content.

4010 Bytes

4040 Bytes

4070 Bytes
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Existing user name (A, s=0)
Nonexistent user name (B, s=1)

Figure 3.10: Recursively removing secret-independent differences from a set of
responses.

responses. A manual analysis of these exposed secret-dependent differences yields
that not only the values of the HTTP headers in Typo3 change depending on s
but also the order in which the headers are declared. Note that the content sizes
of both responses are equal, i.e. the change of response size we observed earlier in
this section does not affect the HTML content but solely happens in the HTTP
header.

Table 3.2 summarises the measurements. A-responses (login attempt with non-
existent user name) have a constant size of 5675 bytes. B-responses (login at-
tempt with existing user name) are slightly smaller with 5610 bytes. A-responses
as well as B-responses have 39 secret-independent bytes. 171 bytes change in
A-responses when compared with XB and are thus secret-dependent. Vice versa,
105 bytes change in B-responses when compared with XA and are thus secret-
dependent.

3.6.2 Example 2: Storage Side Channels in Postfix Admin

In our second example, we analyse whether the user authentication logic of Postfix
Admin [Adm10] version 2.3 rc7, an open-source Email administration frontend
[Adm10], is vulnerable of storage side channels. We calculated XA, XB, and E
as described previously. Fig. 3.10 denotes the progress of producing XA and XB.
After roughly n = 15 comparisons, the sizes of XA and XB do not change any
more.
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Figure 3.11: The positions of secret-independent differences in a response of Post-
fix Admin.
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Figure 3.12: The positions of secret-dependent and secret-independent differences
in a response of Postfix Admin.

Non-existent user name (s=0) Existing user name (s=1)
...
Content-Length: 3626
...
   <tr>
      <td>Login (email):</td>
      <td><input class="flat" type="text" name="fUsername" 

value="admin@admin.de" /></td>
   </tr>

...
Content-Length: 3612
...
   <tr>
      <td>Login (email):</td>
      <td><input class="flat" type="text" name="fUsername" 

value="" /></td>
   </tr>

Figure 3.13: Secret-dependent changes in Postfix Admin’s HTTP header and
HTML content that depend on whether a user name exists.
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A(s = 0) B(s = 1)
# required responses to remove s-dependent differences (n) 15
Total size of response 4051 4065
# s-independent bytes 38 38
# s-dependent bytes 14 14

Table 3.3: Summary of the response’s content.

Fig. 3.12 shows the positions of the secret-dependent and the secret-independent
differences in the responses. Fig. 3.13 shows a direct comparison of the secret-
dependent differences in the HTTP headers and in the HTML content generated
with s = 0 and s = 1, respectively. The secret-dependent differences are high-
lighted in both responses. A manual analysis of the exposed secret-dependent
differences yields that Postfix Admin automatically fills a user name in the form
field of the response if and only if the user name exists in the database and is
an administrative user. Strictly speaking, by the definition given in this chapter,
this vulnerability does not qualify as a hidden storage side channel, as it can be
observed in the browser. In practice, however, it is unlikely that this storage
side channel is detected in a manual security test, because of the subtle nature of
the difference. Actually, common web browsers may remember user names that
a user filled in the same login form earlier, in order to automatically fill in the
same user name for subsequent requests. We thus want to highlight, that our
method will also detect “visible” storage side channels that would probably slip
through most manual security analysis.

Table 3.3 summarises the measurements. A-responses (login attempt with non-
existent user name) have a constant size of 4051 bytes. B-responses (login at-
tempt with existing user name) are larger with 4065 bytes. A-responses as well
as B-responses have 38 secret-independent bytes. 14 bytes change depending on
s, which corresponds to the length of the user names in our measurements.

3.6.3 Example 3: Storage Side Channels in Zenith Image Gallery

In our last example, we analyse whether the Zenith Image Gallery [Cyb07] version
v0.9.4 DEV, a well-known open source picture gallery, is vulnerable of storage
side channels. Zenith allows administrators to upload pictures, which anonymous
users can view. Administrators can also delete pictures from the gallery or mark
them as private pictures. Private pictures are still shown to administrators but
are hidden for anonymous users. Here, we analyse if an attacker can find out the
existence of private pictures in the public gallery.

Let s be the boolean value denoting whether private pictures exist in a chosen
gallery with seven public images and one additional private picture. We then
record a set of responses B from this gallery with the additional private picture
(s = 1) and another set A from the same gallery in which the private picture is
deleted (s = 0). The measurements are performed as anonymous users and only
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Figure 3.14: The positions of secret-dependent and secret-independent differences
in a response of Zenith.

7 public images, 1 private image (s=1)

<div style='float:left'>Pictures - 
  <a href='display.php?t=bycat&amp;q=4&amp;nr=8&amp;st=0&amp;upto=12&amp;p=1'>
    <span style='color:#fff'>Other</span>
  </a>
</div>

7 public images, 0 private image (s=0)

<div style='float:left'>Pictures - 
  <a href='display.php?t=bycat&amp;q=4&amp;nr=7&amp;st=0&amp;upto=12&amp;p=1'>
    <span style='color:#fff'>Other</span>
  </a>
</div>

Figure 3.15: The secret-dependent difference in Zenith’s HTML content of a
gallery that depends on the existence of private pictures in a gallery.

7 pictures are visible during both measurements. We then calculate XA, XB, and
E. After roughly n = 11 comparisons, the sizes of XA and XB do not change any
more. Fig. 3.14 shows the positions of secret-dependent and secret-independent
differences.

Fig. 3.15 shows a comparison of the HTML content of a gallery web page.
Interestingly, only a single number depends on s. Table 3.4 summarises the
measurements. A-responses (no private images) have a constant size of 12460
bytes. B-responses (1 private image) have the same size with 12460 bytes. A-
responses as well as B-responses have 35 secret-independent bytes. Only a single
byte forms the hidden storage side channel. A manual analysis yields that the

A(s = 0) B(s = 1)
# required responses to remove s-dependent differences (n) 11
Total size of response 12460 12460
# s-independent bytes 35 35
# s-dependent bytes 1 1

Table 3.4: Summary of the response’s content.
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secret-dependent number represents the sum of public image and private images.
In case of s = 1, the number is 8 as there are 7 public pictures plus 1 private
picture in the gallery. Thus, the hidden storage side channel not only leaks the
fact that there are private pictures in a gallery, but also the amount of private
pictures in the gallery.

3.7 Conclusion

The success of our detection method critically depends on the secret that is to be
observed and therefore it is hard to automate. This makes it difficult to quanti-
tatively assess the significance of side channel vulnerabilities in web applications
in general. For this chapter, we analysed 15 applications for hidden storage side
channels and quickly identified three examples that form an obfuscated deter-
ministic information leak.

In principle, it is rather straightforward to avoid storage side channels by avoid-
ing the condition of ψ-synonyms that we identified in this chapter. This can be
done, for example, by “fixing” the encoding function ϕ so that there are no syn-
onymous values in L. In reality, however, the encoding scheme is often given
and, for the case of HTTP and HTML, it is not feasible to remove the general
existence of synonymous values.

So in practice, more pragmatic approaches are necessary, such as trying to
remove the relation between s and the choice of the synonymous values, to make
the inference from L objects to the value of s (and vice versa) impossible. This
approach, however, largely depends on the vulnerable application and on how this
application chooses synonymous values depending on s. In practice, therefore,
side channels in web applications will have to be treated in a similar way as
covert channels in other systems: Educate developers and give them effective
techniques for detecting such channels in their systems. Furthermore, future
protocol designers should carefully avoid conditions in which synonymous values
are acceptable.
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Chapter4
Exploiting Possibilistic Timing Side
Channels

In this chapter, we introduce a new attack that allows unauthorized attackers to
decrypt XML Encryption messages. An attacker can conduct this attack in three
different ways: there are two different obfuscated deterministic information leaks
in which the attacker monitors error messages from the server. The third is an
possibilistic information leak in the form of a timing side channel. We show that
this type of side channel is particularly practical even in noisy networks such as
the Internet.

4.1 Introduction

In 1998, Bleichenbacher [Ble98] published an adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack
on the RSA-based PKCS#1 v1.5 encryption scheme specified in RFC 2313 [Kal98].
This attack exploits the availability of an “oracle” that allows to test whether
a given ciphertext is PKCS#1 v1.5 conformant. It allows an attacker to learn
the cleartext of an RSA ciphertext. Due to its high relevance, Bleichenbacher’s
algorithm was well noticed. For instance, it enabled practical attacks on popular
implementations of the SSL protocol [KPR03]. These implementations were fixed
immediately using a workaround patch, which until today seems to be sufficient
to provide security in the context of SSL/TLS1. Nonetheless, Bleichenbacher’s
attack sheds serious doubt on the security of PKCS#1 v1.5, in particular in sce-
narios where an adversary may issue chosen-ciphertexts to a server and observe
the response.

In spite of these negative results, in 2002, four years after publication of the
Bleichenbacher attack, the W3C consortium published the XML Encryption stan-
dard [ERI+02], in which PKCS#1 v1.5 encryption is specified as a mandatory

1We write SSL shorthand for both SSL and TLS.
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key transport mechanism. This standard, which is now more than eight years
old, has not been revised since. It is implemented in XML frameworks of major
commercial and open-source organisations like Apache, redhat, IBM, and Mi-
crosoft, and employed world-wide in a large number of major web-based and
cloud-based applications, ranging from business communications, e-commerce,
and financial services over healthcare applications to governmental and military
infrastructures.

The decision to use PKCS#1 v1.5 despite the known criticisms on its security
may be partly due to the fact that the ad-hoc countermeasures against Bleichen-
bacher’s attack employed in SSL seem to work well - at least for protocols of the
SSL family. However, one must not ignore that SSL and XML Encryption are
fundamentally different protocols, running in different settings, using a different
combination of cryptographic primitives, and providing different side-channels.
So we ask the question: Does the use of PKCS#1 v1.5 make XML Encryption
vulnerable to attacks?

Contributions

We describe different attacks on the key transport mechanism PKCS#1 v1.5-
based of XML Encryption. Our goal is to turn a given Web Service into a “Ble-
ichenbacher oracle” that allows us to mount the Bleichenbacher attack [Ble98].

First, we show that it is possible to execute Bleichenbacher’s attack in a
straight-forward way against some widely-used Web Services implementations,
such as redhat’s JBoss [JBo]. This is noteworthy, given that Bleichenbacher’s
attack has received much attention in the computer security community.

Second, and even more dramatically, we also show that it is possible to attack
Web Services implementations which at a first glance seem not vulnerable. To
this end, we show how to exploit two properties of the XML Encryption standard:

1. The attacker can choose the ciphertext size. The basic idea is that a larger
ciphertext increases the running time of the decryption process. This allows
the attacker to perform very powerful timing attacks, which work even in
networks where such attacks can usually not be executed, e.g., in networks
with a high amount of jitter.

2. A weak mode-of-operation. XML Encryption specifies the usage of block
ciphers in the cipher-block chaining (CBC) mode-of-operation. CBC ex-
hibits a weakness [Vau02] that allows an adversary to make modifications
to the encrypted plaintext, by XORing arbitrary bit strings to the plain-
text. We show that it is possible to use this weakness as an alternative way
to determine whether a PKCS#1 ciphertext is “valid” or not.

We verify our attacks by experimental analyses. Because of the very detailed
error messages of JBoss, we found that the straight forward implementation of
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Bleichenbacher’s attack takes less than 30 Minutes to recover the symmetric key.
Our timing-based oracle takes 200 Minutes on the localhost and less than one
week when performing the attack over the Internet. Our padding-based oracle
takes less than five days. Both timing-attack and padding-attack were tested
against Apache Axis2, which cannot be exploited in the straight-forward way.
This shows that the attacks pose a serious security threat to all Web Services
using XML Encryption.

In general chosen-ciphertext attacks can be avoided by ensuring the integrity
of the ciphertext. One would therefore expect our attack can easily be thwarted
by using XML Signature [ERS+08] to ensure integrity (note that XML Signature
specifies not only classical public-key signatures, but also “secret-key signatures”,
i.e., message authentication codes). However, for several reasons this is not true,
since our attack can be applied even if either public-key or secret-key XML Sig-
natures over the ciphertext are used. We discuss this and several other candidate
mitigation strategies in Section 4.5.

Related work

Our work builds upon Bleichenbacher’s attack on PKCS#1 v1.5 [Kal98] published
at CRYPTO 1998 [Ble98]. This attack was applied by Klima et al. to popular
real-world implementations of the SSL protocol [KPR03].

At Crypto 2001 Manger [Man01] presented an attack on Version 2.0 of PKCS#1
(RSA-OAEP) [KS98] which is very similar to Bleichenbacher’s attack, and ap-
plicable to the current Version 2.1 [JK03] as well. Manger’s attack is considered
as rather theoretical, since it requires that a specific side-channel oracle is given.
We are not aware of any practical application, since the required side-channel
information is usually not given in practice.

A result which exhibits many similarities to our work was recently published by
Smart [Sma10], who shows how to apply a Bleichenbacher-style attack to break
RSA-based PIN encryption, if a certain side channel oracle is given. Thus, like our
work, Smart points out the danger of using legacy cryptosystems, and suggests
to replace them with new ones. However, Smart already notes that again this
attack is rather theoretical, since it is unlikely that the required oracle is given
in practice.

In contrast, we give a truly practical attack which is directly applicable to a
vast number of real-world systems. This shows in an unquestionable way that
using legacy cryptosystems is extremely dangerous, and makes a very strong case
for replacing them.

Responsible disclosure

We have disclosed our attack to the W3C XML Encryption working group, several
developers of well-known Web Services frameworks, and a governmental CERT.
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Figure 4.1: Attacker scenario.

All have acknowledged the validity of the attack. We are providing advice to
developers working on fixes, which is however non-trivial.

4.2 Background

4.2.1 Bleichenbacher’s Attack

Bleichenbacher’s attack [Ble98] on Version 1.5 of the PKCS#1 encryption stan-
dard [Kal98] exploits properties of the encoding of messages. It requires an at-
tacker who has gained access to an encrypted message m and who can send cho-
sen ciphertexts to the intended receiver of the message. Furthermore, it requires
that an “oracle” is given that allows to distinguish between “valid” (PKCS#1-
conforming) and “invalid” (non-PKCS#1-conforming) ciphertexts. Such an ora-
cle may in practice be given for instance by a server responding with appropriate
error messages. Figure 4.1 shows the required capabilities of the attacker.

When referring to PKCS#1 in the sequel, then we mean Version 1.5, unless
specified otherwise. We let (N, e) be an RSA [RSA78] public key, with corre-
sponding secret key d. We denote with ` the byte-length of N , thus, we have
28(`−1) < N < 28`.

PKCS#1 v1.5 Padding and Encryption

The basic idea of PKCS#1 v1.5 is to take a message k (a bit string), concate-
nate this message with a random padding string PS, and then apply the RSA
encryption function m 7→ me mod N .
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Let us describe the padding in more detail. In the following, let a||b denote
the concatenation of two bit strings a and b. Suppose a message k of byte-length
|k| ≤ `− 11 is given. This string is encrypted as follows.

1. Choose a random padding string PS of length ` − 3 − |k|, such that PS
contains no 00-byte. Note that the byte length of PS is at least |PS| ≥ 8.

2. Set m := 00||02||PS||00||k. Interpret m as an integer such that 0 < m < N .

3. Compute the ciphertext as c = me mod N .

The decryption algorithm computes m′ = cd mod N and interprets integer m′ as a
bit string. It tests whether m′ has the correct format, i.e., m′ = 00||02||PS||00||k.
If true, it returns k, otherwise it rejects the ciphertext.

In the sequel we say that a ciphertext c ∈ ZN is PKCS#1 conformant, if the
m = cd mod N has the format m = 00||02||PS||00||k. Note that this implies in
particular that 2B ≤ (cd mod N) < 3B, where B = 28(`−2).

A Ciphertext-Validity Oracle

Bleichenbacher’s attack assumes that an oracle O is given that tells whether a
given ciphertext is PKCS#1 conformant. This oracle takes as input a ciphertext
c and responds as follows.

O(c) =

{
1 if c is PKCS#1 conformant,

0 otherwise.

Such an oracle may be given in many practical scenarios, for instance by a web
server responding with appropriate error messages. We will show how to construct
such an oracle based on properties of XML Encryption.

Bleichenbacher’s Algorithm

Now we are ready to sketch the idea of Bleichenbacher’s algorithm, which uses
this oracle to invert the RSA encryption function m 7→ me mod N . We give only
a high-level description of the attack, and refer to the original paper [Ble98] for
details.

Suppose c = me mod N is given. We assume that c is PKCS#1 conformant.
Thus, m = cd mod N lies in the interval [2B, 3B). Bleichenbacher’s algorithm
proceeds as follows. It chooses s ∈ ZN , computes

c′ = (c · se) mod N = (ms)e mod N,
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and queries the oracle with c′. If O(c′) = 1, then the algorithm learns that
2B ≤ ms− rN < 3B, for some r, which is equivalent to

2B + rN

s
≤ m <

3B + rN

s
.

Thus, m must lie in the interval m ∈ [d(2B + rN)/se , b(3B + rN)/sc). By itera-
tively choosing new s, the adversary reduces the possible solutions m, until only
one is left.

4.2.2 Web Services

This section summarises the fundamentals of XML, XML Security, and Web
Services, which are relevant to this chapter. The reader familiar with these
concepts may safely skip this section.

XML and Web Services

The Extensible Markup Language [BPSM+08] defines a structure for flexible
storage of tree-based data. Due to its flexibility, XML documents gained much
popularity. They are currently used in data transmission, data storage, or in Web
Services.

Web Services is a W3C standard [HBN+04] developed to support interoperable
interactions over networks between different software applications. Thereby, the
communicating applications use SOAP messages [GHM+03]. SOAP messages
are XML-based messages generally consisting of header and body. The header
element includes message-specific data (e.g. timestamp, user information, or se-
curity data). The body element contains function invocation and response data,
which are mainly addressed to the business logic processors.

As the XML documents often contain data whose confidentiality and integrity
must be protected, the W3C consortium developed standards describing the XML
syntax for applying cryptographic primitives to XML data. These are specified
in the XML Encryption [ERI+02] and XML Signature [ERS+08] standards.

XML Encryption

In order to encrypt XML data, in most scenarios hybrid encryption is used. That
is, encryption proceeds in two steps.

1. The encryptor chooses a session key k. This key is encrypted using a
public-key encryption scheme.

2. The actual payload data is then encrypted with a symmetric cipher.
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<Envelope>
 <Header>
  <Security>
   <EncryptedKey Id="EncKeyId">
    <EncryptionMethod Algorithm="...xmlenc#rsa-1_5"/>
    <KeyInfo>...</KeyInfo>
    <CipherData>
     <CipherValue>Y2bh...fPw==</CipherValue>
    </CipherData>
    <ReferenceList>
     <DataReference URI="#EncDataId-2"/>
    </ReferenceList>
   </EncryptedKey>
  </Security>
 </Header>
 <Body>
  <EncryptedData Id="EncDataId-2">
   <EncryptionMethod Algorithm="...xmlenc#aes128-cbc"/>
   <CipherData>
    <CipherValue>3bP...Zx0=</CipherValue>
   </CipherData>
  </EncryptedData>
 </Body>
</Envelope>

cdata

ckey

Figure 4.2: Example of a SOAP message with encrypted data

The XML Encryption standard [ERI+02] specifies two public-key encryption
schemes, namely PKCS#1 in Versions 1.5 and 2.0. Both are mandatory. Fur-
thermore, the standard allows to choose between two symmetric ciphers, namely
AES-CBC and 3DES-CBC.

Figure 4.2 gives an example of a SOAP message containing such a hybrid ci-
phertext. This message consists of the following parts.

1. The EncryptedKey part (ckey). This part consists of two components. The
CipherValue element (inside the CipherData element) contains the en-
crypted session key. The ReferenceList element contains references to all
EncryptedData elements that can be decrypted with the session key.

2. The EncryptedData part (cdata). This part contains the payload data,
encrypted using the key encapsulated in ckey. This block in turn consists
of two elements. The EncryptionMethod element specifying the symmetric
cipher that was used to encrypt, and the CipherData element. CipherData
contains the CipherValue element, which contains the actual encrypted
payload data.

There may be multiple EncryptedData elements sharing the same session
key.
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4 Exploiting Possibilistic Timing Side Channels

Since XML is a text data format, all binary data are converted to text data by
applying Base64 [Jos06] encoding.

Decryption processing and parsing.

A Web Service receiving such an XML document processes it as follows. It parses
the whole document to locate ckey and cdata. It decrypts ckey to obtain the session
key k. Then it uses k to decrypt cdata to obtain the payload data. Finally, the
payload data is parsed as an XML Document.

Padding in XML Encryption.

XML Encryption prescribes usage of block ciphers. Therefore the payload data
being encrypted needs to be padded to achieve a length which is a multiple of
the cipher’s block-size.

XML Encryption specifies the following padding scheme, which expands a given
byte-string data, such that the length of the result is an integer-multiple of the
block size bs of the applied block cipher.

1. Compute the smallest integer p > 0 such that |data| + p is an integer
multiple of bs.

2. Append (p− 1) random bytes to data.

3. Append one more byte to data, whose integer value equals p.

Let us give an example. Suppose a block size of bs = 8 and payload data con-
sisting of |data| = 5 bytes, e.g.

data = 0x0101010101.

Then we have p = 8− 5 = 3. Thus, the padded payload data would be equal to

data = 0x0101010101????03,

where the ?? are arbitrary random bytes.

Cipher Block Chaining.

Cipher-block chaining (CBC) [MvV96] is the most popular block cipher mode-
of-operation in practice, and the only mode specified in the XML Encryption
standard.

Suppose a byte string data, whose length is an integer multiple d·bs of the block-
size of the block cipher (Enc,Dec), is given. Let us write data = (data1, . . . , datad)
to denote individual chunks of data of size bs. These chunks are processed as
follows.
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... ...

... ...

... ...

...
Initialization Vector (IV) Ciphertext Block 1 Ciphertext Block 2

03??

Plaintext Block 1 Plaintext Block 2

Padding
byte

03??

Plaintext Block 1 Plaintext Block 2

AESKey AESKey

AESKeyAESKey

Encryption

Decryption

x

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the CBC mode of operation with the XML Encryption
padding scheme.

• An initialisation vector iv ∈ {0, 1}8·bs is chosen at random. The first ci-
phertext block is computed as

x := data1 ⊕ iv, C(1) := Enc(k, x). (4.1)

• The subsequent ciphertext blocks C(2), . . . , C(d) are computed as

x := datai ⊕ C(i−1), C(i) := Enc(k, x) (4.2)

for i = 2, . . . , d.

• The resulting ciphertext is C = (iv, C(1), . . . , C(d)).

See Figure 4.3 for an illustration of this scheme. The decryption procedure reverts
this process in the obvious way.
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Web Services Frameworks

The rising popularity of Web Services in the recent years led to an emergence of
many Web Services frameworks [TL01, Rob, JBo, The]. A very popular example
is the widely-used Apache Axis2 [The] framework. We will execute the bulk of
our experimental analyses to Axis2, therefore we describe this framework in more
detail.

Remark. Though we analyse mainly Apache Axis2, and thus strictly speaking
all our experimental results are only valid for Axis2, we stress that the attacks
described below are in principle applicable to other frameworks as well. Moreover,
as we describe in Section 4.4.3 in detail, it turns out that exploiting certain
additional framework-specific side-channels may even lead to dramatically more
efficient attacks.

Apache Axis2 is a Java-based open source framework for deploying Web Ser-
vices servers and clients. The framework includes several modules that im-
plement various Web Service specifications, such as WS-Security [NKMHB06],
WS-Security Policy [NGG+09a], WS-Secure Conversation [NGG+09b], or WS-
Addressing [GHR06]. XML Encryption can be used with Axis2 by utilizing these
modules.

When receiving a SOAP message containing encrypted data, the server locates
ckey and cdata in the XML document structure. In order to decrypt ckey, Axis2
performs the PKCS#1-validity checks described in Section 4.2.1. In addition,
Axis2 tests whether the resulting session key k has a length equal to 16, 24,
or 32 bytes. If this fails, then the SOAP error message security processing

failed is returned. Otherwise, key k is used to decrypt cdata, which yields the
payload data data. Finally, data is parsed as an XML message. If this pars-
ing fails, a security processing failed SOAP error message (i.e., the same
error message that is returned if decryption of k fails) is returned. Otherwise
it is forwarded to the next module in the processing chain or to the business
application

Now, assume we are given a ciphertext (ckey, cdata), and we modify the key en-
capsulation part ckey (this is necessary to mount Bleichenbacher’s attack). Then
we obtain a modified ciphertext (c′key, cdata). If we send this ciphertext to the
Web Service, then we will receive back a security processing failed error
message, since either processing of c′key or parsing of the payload data contained
in cdata will fail (except for a negligibly small probability). Thus, we are not able
to distinguish whether c′key is a “valid” or an “invalid” ciphertext. This seems to
thwart Bleichenbacher’s attack.

In the next section, we will describe two techniques for obtaining side-channels
allowing us to determine whether the error occurred during processing c′key part
or during processing cdata.
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4.3 Attacks against XML Encryption

In this section, we describe two ways to obtain a side-channel that allows to
determine whether a given ciphertext is PKCS#1 conformant, even though the
server does not respond with error messages allowing to distinguish valid from
invalid ciphertexts.

4.3.1 Refined Attack Scenario

In order to introduce our attack scenario, consider a Web Service client commu-
nicating with a Web Service server using SOAP messages. The messages include
various confidential data such as credit card or bank account numbers included
in cdata. These confidential data are encrypted using a symmetric key k, which
is encrypted in ckey. If the Web Service client sends confidential data to the
server, he uses the server’s public key to encrypt the session key k. After the
server receives the message, it first decrypts the session key k using its private
key. Afterwards, it decrypts the confidential data included in cdata using k.

Imagine an attacker, who intercepts a message transferred to the Web Service
server and whose goal is to decrypt the included confidential data. In order to
gain the session key k needed for data decryption, the attacker can apply the
Bleichenbacher’s attack on ckey. We will show how the adversary can use the
Web Service server as an oracle O responding with 1, if the decrypted ckey-part
is PKCS#1 conforming, or 0 otherwise, and thus mount Bleichenbacher’s attack.
As the SOAP message exchange is stateless, the attacker has a possibility to
send an arbitrary amount of requests. With each request he gains an information
helping him to reconstruct the session key k. At the end, he is able to reconstruct
the whole session key k and decrypt the included payload.

In the following, we will describe how to build an oracle from a Web Service
server.

4.3.2 Basic Ideas

Let us first sketch our ideas on a high level. The first idea is to exploit the
fact that the server decrypts and parses the payload data only if the ckey-part
contains a valid ciphertext. Recall that in principle it is not possible to mount
Bleichenbacher’s attack, since we need to modify the ckey-part in a way that en-
crypting and parsing the cdata-part fails, and thus we receive the same security

processing failed error message in both cases. However, since parsing is exe-
cuted only if the ckey-part is PKCS#1-conforming, the time between sending the
ciphertext and receiving the error message depends on whether ckey is PKCS#1-
conforming. Therefore, an idea is to measure this time. In practice, this does
not have to form a useful side-channel, since timing measurements in practical
networks contain jitter introduced by network latency or server workload.
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However, here it comes in handy, that we can set cdata to an arbitrary (e.g.,
random) bit string whose length is a multiple of the block-size of the block cipher.
Thus, by extending the length of cdata, we can make the timing gap between a
valid and an invalid ckey as large as required. The challenge is to keep cdata as
small as possible (to keep the attack efficient), but as large as necessary (to get
useful timing results).

In certain scenarios, the timing approach may become very inefficient, for in-
stance if the server workload is extremely unbalanced, or the network connection
is not reliable. Therefore we describe a second idea, which exploits a weakness
of the CBC mode. Consider a ciphertext encrypting a single (padded) payload
data block data1. Recall that such a ciphertext consists of an iv and a ciphertext
block C(1) := Enc(k, x), where x := data1 ⊕ iv. Thus, by flipping bits in iv,
we can implicitly flip bits in the plaintext data1. In particular, we can modify
the last byte of data1, which contains the number of padding bytes. The crucial
observation is now, that there exists one modified iv′ such that the last byte of
data′1 = x⊕ iv equals the block-length of the block cipher. In this case, (iv′, C(1))
corresponds to an encryption of the empty string, and XML parsing of the empty
string does not fail. We use this property to distinguish a valid from an invalid
ckey.

In the following sections, we describe how to use these ideas to construct an
oracle O telling whether a given ckey is PKCS#1 conformant. This oracle can
then be used to mount Bleichenbacher’s attack.

4.3.3 Timing Attack

In this section, we describe a timing oracle Ot that determines if any given ckey
conforms to PKCS#1. Let a valid ckey be a key that conforms to the PKCS#1
format and an invalid key be a key that does not conform to the PKCS#1 format.
Our observation is that the analysed Web Services only then decrypts cdata if ckey
is valid. Furthermore, parsing of the clear text does not start until cdata was
fully decrypted, i.e. filling cdata with random data will yield a parsing error after
the decryption has completed, except for some negligible probability. Another
observation is that a larger cdata leads to measurably longer decryption times as
depicted in Figure 4.4. This combination makes our attack well suited to be
modelled as possibilistic information leaks as described in Section 2.3.4. It allows
for timing attacks across noisy networks, because the attacker can increase the
timing differences by changing the size of cdata. Note that the actual content of
cdata is irrelevant, only the size is important for the timing delay.

By nature, the timing measurements in an adaptive chosen ciphertext attack
need to be evaluated during the attack because subsequent requests depend on the
answer of the timing oracle of the previous request. We propose a new algorithm
which allows this. The algorithm exploits the facts that valid keys have a longer
processing time (tvalid) as invalid keys (tinvalid) and that any noise in the form
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Figure 4.4: Timing difference of valid ckey and invalid ckey in relation to the size
of cdata

of random delays that occur in networks and busy systems is strictly additive.
Intuitively, the algorithm determines the minimum response time tmin for valid
keys. Any measured response time t < tmin must be from an invalid key. We call
a key a candidate for a valid key if the associated response time is above tmin .
To make sure that this candidate is not actually an invalid key with the random
noise pushing it above the timing boundary, we repeat the timing measurement
with this key i times. If any of the repeated measurements is below the boundary,
the key is marked as invalid. Note that the attacker can freely choose the size
of the timing differences of valid and invalid keys by adjusting the size l of cdata.
Equation 4.3 formally defines the timing oracle. It is a specialisation of the oracle
shown in Equation 4.2.1.

Ot(ckey, l) =

{
1 if min(Tckey) ≥ tmin,
0 if ∃t ∈ Tckey : t < tmin,

(4.3)

The algorithm is split into two phases: First, there is a calibration phase, where
the particular timing conditions of the system are determined. The result of this
phase is tmin, which is fed to the timing oracle in the second phase.
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function is_valid(c_key):

do 100 times:

start = now()

request(c_key, l)

end = now()

t = end - start

if t < t_min:

return 0 // "invalid"

return 1 // "valid"

Figure 4.5: Pseudo code sketching the validation routine of candidates of valid
keys

Calibration Phase

The oracle can determine if a given ckey is valid by measuring the response time
of a request that uses this particular key. Thus, the oracle must be calibrated so
that it can distinguish the response time of a valid ckey from an invalid ckey. For
this, we perform n ∈ N requests with a valid ckey and record the set of timings
Tvalid = {t1, t2, . . . , tn}. Note that the attacker already has one valid ckey from
the message he listened in to. Let tmin = min(Tvalid)− ε where ε accounts for the
fact that min(Tvalid) is only an approximation for the actual minimum response
time t′min of valid keys, because t′min ≤ tmin.

We assume at this stage that the response times for valid and invalid keys
remains stable, i.e. tmin remains the lower boundary for response times with
valid keys for the duration of the attack. If this assumption does not apply for a
given system, the attacker can regularly repeat the calibration phase to address
fluctuations of tmin.

Attack Phase

Now that Ot is calibrated, the attacker can apply the Bleichenbacher algorithm
as described in Section 4.2.1. Figure 4.5 describes the procedure of Ot. The
Bleichenbacher algorithm calls Ot and passes ckey as a parameter. The oracle
copies ckey in a SOAP message and measures the response time t. The oracle
answers with 0 if t < tmin. It repeats the measurement if t ≥ tmin to confirm
that ckey is indeed valid. The oracle answers with 1 if all measurements resulted
in greater response times than tmin.
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4.3.4 Exploiting a Weakness of CBC

In this section we introduce another attack on PKCS#1-based encrypted key,
which is based on the properties of the CBC mode of operation. As described
in the previous sections, Axis2 processes XML Encryption as follows. It first de-
crypts ckey. Afterwards, it uses the decrypted symmetric key k to decrypt cdata.
If an error during the decryption occurs, Axis2 returns an error message that
reads security processing failed, which results in an obfuscated determin-
istic information leak as described in Section 2.3.3. There are several possible
causes for this error:

• ckey decryption: the decrypted data was not PKCS#1 conformant

• cdata decryption: the decrypted data from ckey was PKCS#1 conformant,
but the symmetric decryption or padding processing failed.

• data parsing: cdata was correctly decrypted and padded, but it contained
non-printable characters (e.g. NULL or vertical tab) or a badly placed
special character (< or &).

So from this error message, the attacker only then knows that ckey is valid if all
steps including parsing completed successfully. Therefore, the attacker must find
a way to construct well-formed data that will be parsed successfully. To construct
well-formed data, we create a cdata consisting of two randomly generated 16 bytes
long blocks (iv , C(1)). As the decryption module uses CBC mode of operation,
it first decrypts the C(1) block resulting in: x = Deck(C(1)). The result of
decryption x is afterwards XORed with the initialisation vector iv , so that the
plaintext block becomes data1 = iv ⊕ x. The last byte of data1 is taken as a
padding byte and the padding is applied. Again, if the padding byte is not valid
or the unpadded bytes result in non-printable characters, an error is returned.

To overcome this problem one can iterate over all the byte values in the last
byte of the initialisation vector iv and construct 256 different iv’ values. As
flipping a bit in iv implicitly changes the corresponding bit in the data1 block,
one can iteratively modify the value of the last byte in data ′1. Thereby exactly
one pair (iv ′, C(1)) results in a valid padding byte 0x10, which pads the whole
plaintext block. As this special plaintext is empty (0 bytes in length), parsing
always succeeds. In this case, the message is passed to the next module in the
processing chain. Not that errors in other modules results in different error
messages.

We can use these observations for constructing an oracle which returns 1 or 0,
depending on the validity of the given ckey. For each tested ckey, the CBC-oracle
Ocbc needs to send at most 256 requests with different iv′ values. As shown in
Equation 4.4, if Axis2 responds with a security processing failed error for
a given ckey and all possible values of iv , then Ocbc returns that ckey was invalid.
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Ocbc(ckey) =


1 if ∃iv ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 255} :

Dec(ckey, iv) = ”no error”

0 if ∀iv ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 255} :
Dec(ckey, iv) = ”security processing failed”

(4.4)

4.4 Experimental Analysis

In this section, we will describe the results of our practical experiments. All ex-
periments have been carried out using ciphertexts that satisfy a certain property.
We now describe this property in detail, and we show that it is very likely that
a random ciphertext (e.g., encrypting a cryptographic key with correct padding)
meets this property.

The first step of Bleichenbacher’s algorithm searches for an integer s such that
m · s mod N is PKCS#1 v1.5 conformant. Note that m · s mod N can only be
PKCS#1 conformant, if

i ·N
3B
≤ s ≤ i ·N

2B

for some i ∈ N. Therefore the Bleichenbacher algorithm starts with s = N/3B
and increments this value until a suitable s is found. Clearly, this procedure finds
s quickly, if m has the property that there exists an s such that

1 ·N
3B

≤ s ≤ 1 ·N
2B

and m · s mod N is PKCS#1 conformant. Moreover, in our application we will
only be able to learn that a ciphertext c = (ms)e mod N is PKCS#1-conformant,
if ms mod N has the form

ms mod N = 00||02||PS||00||k

where the byte-length of k is equal to 16, 24, or 32. In the sequel, we will say
that a ciphertext is a good ciphertext, if it satisfies these properties.

In order to save computation time, all our experiments were executed with
random good ciphertexts. Thus, all our experimental results are meaningful only
if the probability that a honestly generated ciphertext meets the above property
is sufficiently high. This leads us to the question what is the probability that a
real-world ciphertext is good?

We ran some additional experiments in order to determine the probability that a
random ciphertext is good. To this end, the following algorithm was implemented.

1. Generate a random 1024-bit RSA modulus N . Set c = 0.
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2. For i from 1 to ` do:

• Choose a random bit string k

• Pad k according to PKCS#1 v1.5, such that

m = 00||02||PS||00||k

• If there exists s ∈ [N/3B,N/2B] such that

– m · s mod N is PKCS#1-conformant,

– ms mod N = 00||02||PS||00||k,
with |k| ∈ {16, 24, 32},

then set c = c+ 1.

This algorithm generates a random 1024-bit RSA modulus. Then it generates `
random padded plaintexts, and counts the number of plaintexts such that there
exists a suitable s ∈ [N/3B,N/2B] with m·s mod N being PKCS#1-conformant.

We repeated this algorithm 100 times, i.e., we generated 100 random moduli,
and tried ` = 1.000 padded plaintexts for each modulus, such that in total 100.000
plaintexts where tested. Among these 100.000 plaintexts there were 1543 padded
plaintext that lead to good ciphertexts. Thus, about each 80-th ciphertext is
good.

Note also that in general all ciphertexts are vulnerable, even though the attack
execution might take some more time (i.e., more server requests) to decrypt.

4.4.1 Timing-based Attack

In this section, we show the results of the empirical evaluation of Ot proposed
in Section 4.3.3. In order to filter out the noise in the timing measurements as
much as possible, we measure the inter-packet timing instead of the total response
time. We specifically start the timing measurement when the client sends the last
packet of the request and we end the measurement when the first packet of the
response arrives. This is necessary because a single request may result in several
hundred packets sent to the server depending on the size of cdata, thus adding up
the timing noise of several hundred round trips. We used the RDTSC assembler
instruction of recent Intel Pentium processors to measure the timings with below
nanosecond accuracy. In the following, we describe the results of the timing oracle
evaluation of two different attacker scenarios.

Attack on Local Machine

In this measurement setup, we run the Axis server and the attack script on the
same computer. This is a very practical attack scenario, e.g. in cloud computing
and especially in a Platform as a Service, where it is feasible for an attacker to
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Figure 4.6: Response times with valid and invalid ckey measured at the Localhost

rent a virtual machine that is co-located on the same physical hardware [RTSS09]
as the victim.

The measurement computer had 2 Intel XEON 2,4 GHz processors. Figure 4.6
shows the response times measured during the calibration phase with 100KB cdata
ciphertext and a ckey encrypted with an 1024 bit RSA key.

When compared to the learned timing boundary tmin, it becomes clear that
most of the requests correctly denote valid or invalid requests, respectively. This
suggests that a query of Ot results in approximately only one request.

As a result, ckey could be reconstructed successfully in 200 minutes. Overall,
the 321870 oracle queries resulted in 398123 queries, i.e. it the oracle needs to
perform 1.24 actual Web Service requests per oracle query. On our hardware, we
could perform on average 37 Web Service requests per second.
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Attack through Internet

Additionally, we evaluated the effectiveness of the timing oracle for a remote
attacker who attacks the Web Service through the Internet. For this measurement
setup, we chose two Planetlab nodes at universities. The nodes were seven hops
apart from each other and the round trip time was approximately 22 milliseconds.

We calibrated the valid/invalid boundary of the timing oracle as shown in
Figure 4.7 and used 1000KB of random data as cdata. In this configuration,
the oracle correctly answers approximately 2000 queries per hour and needs to
perform approximately 2400 actual Web Service requests to the server. Thus, an
attacker can learn ckey remotely across practical networks in less than one week.

4.4.2 Padding-based Attack

In order to evaluate our approach, we tested the implementation using Apache
Axis2. We deployed a Web Service secured with XML Encryption and generated
a valid SOAP message containing ckey in the SOAP header. This element included
a symmetric key for cdata decryption encrypted with a 1024 bit RSA key.

As the padding-based attack does not depend on the network connection, we
tested its functionality on a localhost so the Web Service client and server did
not communicate over the internet. The used machine had 2 Intel XEON 2,4
GHz processors.

The whole attack execution lasted less than five days. Thereby, the attacker
sent about 322.000 oracle queries, which resulted in 82.180.000 (≈ 256 ∗ 322.000)
total server requests.

4.4.3 Exploiting JBossWS PKCS#1 Processing

All our attacks presented so far are also applicable to the XML Encryption im-
plementation of JBossWS [JBo]. In addition, we have discovered another side-
channel in JBoss 6.0 that allows us to mount Bleichenbacher’s attack directly,
by adopting it slightly to the XML Encryption setting. We do not even need to
consider “good” ciphertexts.

In the sequel, let us assume a 1024-bit modulus is used. Given a ciphertext
ckey, JBoss first decrypts ckey and obtains a padded plaintext m = (m1, . . . ,m64)
consisting of 64 bytes mi, i ∈ {1, . . . , 64}. Then it performs the following checks:

1. Test whether (m1,m2) = (0x00, 0x02). If true, proceed.

2. Test whether there exists i ∈ {3, . . . , 10} such that mi = 0x00. If false,
proceed.

3. Test whether there exists i ∈ {11, . . . , 64} such that mi = 0x00 If true,
proceed.
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If any of these tests fails, an internal WS-Security error SOAP fault message
is generated and returned. Otherwise, JBoss tries to proceed. This might also
fail, for instance if the decrypted key has incorrect length or if the parsing of
encrypted payload fails. However, in this case a different error message, namely
a Decryption failed SOAP fault, is returned.

This situation leads to the following information leakage. If the attacker does
not receive the internal WS-Security error SOAP fault, then it learns that
the first two bytes (m1,m2) of the plaintext contained in the submitted cipher-
text were equal to (0x00, 0x02). This suffices to mount Bleichenbacher’s attack
directly.

We have applied the Bleichenbacher attack on JBossWS using a 1024 bit key.
We measured the execution time on a machine with two 2,8 GHz processors. It
turns out that it is possible to decrypt a given ciphertext within less than 30
Minutes, by issuing about 250.000 server request.

4.5 Countermeasures

In this section we discuss countermeasures to our attacks. Somorovsky and
Schwenk discussed additional countermeausres which also apply to the attacks
we presented in this chapter [SS12].

4.5.1 Using RSA-OAEP for Key Encryption

The XML Encryption standard allows to choose between two different versions
of the PKCS#1 encryption standard, namely Version 1.5 [Kal98] (which is vul-
nerable to Bleichenbacher’s attack) and Version 2.0 [KS98], which is also known
as RSA-OAEP [BR94]. In contrast to v1.5, it is known [FOPS04] that v2.0 meets
the strong notion of chosen-ciphertext security (see e.g. [BDPR98]). In particu-
lar, Version 2.0 is not vulnerable to Bleichenbacher’s attack. We note also that it
was shown by Manger at Crypto 2001 [Man01] that there exists a variant of Ble-
ichenbacher’s attack that allows to break Version 2.0 as well. This works however
only for implementations leaking a certain intermediate value during decryption.

A valid countermeasure to our attack might therefore be to use Version 2.0
instead of Version 1.5, if the decryption algorithm is implemented correctly. This
requires modifications on both the client and the server.

We note that PKCS# v2.0 has already been obsoleted by Version 2.1 [JK03],
however, there are only minor changes and to our best knowledge both the secu-
rity proof from [FOPS04] and the attack of [Man01] are applicable to Version 2.1
as well.
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4.5.2 The Countermeasure from SSL

At the beginning of any SSL session, a handshake protocol is executed. During
this handshake, both communicating parties authenticate each other and estab-
lish a new session key. Some SSL cipher suites, in particular the most-widely
employed ones, use RSA-PKCS#1-based key transport to transmit a random
value, the premaster secret, from the client to the server. This value is then used
to derive all cryptographic keys used in the SSL session.

Bleichenbacher [Ble98] and the subsequent refinements of Klima, Pokorny, and
Rosa [KPR03] showed that many common SSL implementations were insecure,
since the response behaviour (i.e., error messages or timing characteristics) of the
SSL server allowed to distinguish valid from invalid PKCS#1 ciphertexts, and
thus allowed to mount Bleichenbacher’s attack. Today’s implementations, such
as the current OpenSSL version 1.0.0d, are not vulnerable.

In this section, we will describe the countermeasure employed by OpenSSL and
discuss why it successfully prevents the attack. Then we will describe how this
countermeasure can be adopted to XML Encryption.

To this end, we first need to sketch the SSL handshake protocol. Note that we
describe an extremely simplified version of the SSL handshake which mentions
only the messages relevant for our discussion; several details of the protocol are
omitted.

1. First, the client chooses a random 48-byte premaster secret pms. This value
is then padded and encrypted according to PKCS#1 v1.5, and sent to the
server.

2. The server decrypts the ciphertext. If the ciphertext is PKCS#1 con-
formant, then the server obtains pms. This value is then fed to a key
derivation function to obtain several secret keys, in particular master secret
ms = PRF (pms).

3. In the last round of the handshake protocol, both parties send the finished
messages. These messages consist of a MAC under key ms over some data
TC or TC which depends on all previously sent messages and unique con-
stants for client and server. Each party accepts the handshake, if it receives
a correct finished message, or rejects otherwise.

The crucial question is what the server does if it receives an invalid cipher-
text, which is not PKCS#1 v1.5 conformant (or which contains a wrong version
number ver). If the server answers with an error code, then this allows clearly
to distinguish valid from invalid ciphertexts. Therefore modern SSL implemen-
tations proceed differently. Instead, if the ciphertext is invalid, then the server
chooses a new premaster secret pms′ at random, and uses this value for all further
computations. In particular a master secret ms′ is derived which is independent
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Client Server
c := Enc(pms)

−−−−
c

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
If c is not

PKCS-conformant,
choose pms′ at

random.

Else set
pms′ := Dec(c).

...
ms = PRF (pms) ms′ = PRF (pms′)

−
macC = MAC(ms, TC)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

←−
macS = MAC(ms′, TS)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Verify macS. Verify macC .

Figure 4.8: Simplified SSL Handshake Protocol

of all exchanged protocol messages. This ensures that the handshake will (al-
most) certainly fail, because the verification of the finished messages will not
succeed (with overwhelming probability) when both parties use master secrets
ms and ms′ such that ms 6= ms′ with high probability.

Putting it differently, the MAC serves as an implicit “proof” of knowledge of
the premaster secret, which prevents Bleichenbacher’s attack for SSL.

Applicability to XML Encryption It seems that current implementations
of XML Encryption can be fixed in a way similar to the countermeasure employed
in SSL.

Recall that an XML Encryption ciphertexts consists of ckey, which contains a
session key k̃ encrypted using a public-key encryption scheme like RSA-PKCS#1,
and cdata containing the actual payload data, encrypted with k̃ using a symmetric
cipher (like AES for instance).

We propose that a web service receiving an XML-encrypted ciphertext should
proceed this ciphertext as follows.

1. The server tries to decrypt ckey, and tests whether the resulting plaintext
is PKCS#1-conformant.

• If true, then the server obtains the “real” session key k̃.

• Otherwise it samples a new session key k̃ at random.
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4 Exploiting Possibilistic Timing Side Channels

2. In both cases the server proceeds by decrypting cdata using key k̃, and passes
the result to the next processing layer (e.g. the business application).

Essentially, this prevents Bleichenbacher’s attack using the timing oracle we
described in Section 4.3.3, since the adversary is not able anymore to distinguish
between valid and invalid ciphertext. However, it does not prevent the Bleichen-
bacher attack using the CBC Oracle that we presented in Section 4.3.4.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced a new vulnerability in implementations of the XML
Encryption standard which allows unauthorized attackers to breach the confi-
dentiality of XML Encryption messages. For this, we adapted Bleichenbacher’s
attack on PKCS#1 and created three different oracles that determine whether
or not a given ciphertext decrypts to PKCS#1-conforming (valid) cleartext. The
first exploited a timing side channel channel in which the attacker can influence
the length of processing time for valid ciphertexts. Because of this special prop-
erty, we could model the timing side channel as a possibilistic information leak
as introduced in Section 2.3.4, in which the confidential information is the fact
whether a ciphertext is valid or invalid. To exploit possibilistic information leaks
in timing channels, we introduced an efficient measurement method that allows
us to decrypt a message in approximately three hours (local server) and less than
one week (Internet server). The second oracle exploited a weakness in the CBC
mode and monitored the error messages that the server returns. It formed an
obfuscated deterministic information leak as shown in Section 2.3.3 and could
successfully decipher an XML Encryption message in less than five days on a
local server. The third oracle is a straight forward implementation of Bleichen-
bacher’s oracle, which worked against IBM JBoss. It allowed us to decipher an
XML Encryption message in less than 30 minutes on a local server.

We implemented all three oracles and tested various implementations of XML
Encryption. All tested implementations were found vulnerable against at least
one of the oracles. Furthermore, we discussed possible mitigations for the XML
Encryption standard as well as the implementations of the XML Encryption
standards.
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Chapter5
Preventing Probabilistic Timing Side
Channels

In this chapter, we propose a new mitigation technique to hinder attacks against
probabilistic timing side channels. The mitigation method works by delaying the
execution for a deterministic and unpredictable time.

5.1 Introduction

The leakage of confidential information to unauthorized parties is an omnipresent
problem in our networked society. Indeed, modern technologies like computer
networks and the Internet were built to easily and quickly exchange information,
and in hindsight it can be regarded as foreseeable that information leakage is
bothering governments, companies and individuals alike. A considerable portion
of these problems is non-technical in nature (e.g., the work of whistleblowers
and websites such as Wikileaks or internal attackers explicitly copying and sell-
ing information) and technical countermeasures are usually futile in such cases.
Unfortunately, there is also a relevant amount of information leakage in cases in
which technical countermeasures could be applied but are deemed inefficient or
unnecessary.

In this chapter, we present and evaluate a new approach for preventing tim-
ing side channels. It combines the advantages of random delays and constant
time implementations without running into their disadvantages. The idea is not
to add a random delay to the execution time but rather a deterministic delay.
This delay depends on user input and must be unpredictable by the attacker to
prevent timing channels. We abbreviate this method as DUD (deterministic un-
predictable delay, pronounced “dude”). We implement DUD by computing the
delay from user input, a secret key, and by using a keyed cryptographic one-way
function.
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5 Preventing Probabilistic Timing Side Channels

To illustrate the approach, take our earlier example of a login form whose re-
sponse time depends on whether or not a given user name exists. By applying
DUD, two logon requests with the same user name will always result in the same
delay. As the attacker cannot predict the exact value of the added delay, a com-
parison of two delays from two different user names is futile. Note that the results
of the comparison do not improve with an increasing amount of measurements
as the delay per user name stays constant.

Contributions

To summarise, the contributions of this chapter are threefold:

1. We formalise the problem of timing side channel mitigation and present an
analysis of common solutions and show their deficiencies.

2. Within our model, we develop a new strategy to prevent timing attacks
that is provably better than common solutions and in which security can
be traded for efficiency.

3. We show a straightforward implementation of our method and evaluate it
by mitigating existing timing side-channel vulnerabilities in two real-world
web applications (Typo3 and Gallery).

Roadmap

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.3 provides a formal
system model for timing side channels. Section 5.4 analyses two common miti-
gations for timing side channels. We use the foundations laid in Section 5.4 to
describe our new mitigation method in Section 5.5. In Section 5.6, we show tim-
ing side channel vulnerabilities in two real-world web applications and evaluate
our method by mitigating the vulnerabilities. Section 5.7 concludes this chapter.

5.2 Background

We now describe the background knowledge that is necessary for the reader to
fully understand the topic of this chapter.

5.2.1 Timing Side Channels on the Web

In this work, we study timing side channels in web applications. A web appli-
cation contains a timing side channel if the application leaks secret information
through its response time behaviour. Consider a classical login form as an ex-
ample. The fact whether a given user account exists or not is usually considered
confidential information. Therefore, on a failed login attempt, a web application
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should return the same error message independently if the user name or the pass-
word is wrong. However, if it returns different error messages, e.g., “Wrong user
name” or “Wrong password”, then the attacker learns from the error message
if this user name belongs to a registered account (this would be a storage side
channel as described in Chapter 3). But even if the error messages hide this fact,
the application could still leak information by different response times of login
requests depending on whether or not the given user name exists.

5.2.2 Preventing Timing Side Channels

An obvious, but problematic, mitigation for timing attacks is to delay the exe-
cution time to the worst case execution time (WCET), so that all requests have
the same response time. On the upside, this prevents timing attacks as there are
no differences in the response time any more. On the downside, this approach
has a negative effect on performance, which may render the approach useless for
many practical systems.

Several authors researched techniques that can mitigate timing attacks on the
web. Kocher [Koc96] notes that making all operations take exactly the same
amount of time is difficult. That is because it requires knowledge about the worst
case execution time which is hard to estimate in non-real-time systems [WEE+08].
He states that adding a random delay (instead or pushing towards the WCET)
will increase the number of necessary measurements that the attacker has to
perform. It will therefore increase the cost for an attacker. However, it does not
completely prevent timing leaks.

Bortz and Boneh [BB07] conclude that fixing web server responses to a constant
amount of time is insufficient as chunked encoding may leak information through
inter-chunk timings. Instead, they propose to fix the inter-chunk timings to
a fixed value n. That way, if n is greater than the maximum time to prepare a
chunk, then the measured timing will leak no information. If n is smaller than the
chunk-preparation time, the system does leak information, but the attacker will
get a lower resolution compared to a measurement without artificial delay. The
measurements are therefore harder to conduct for the attacker. In their paper,
they do not mention the performance reduction introduced by their mitigation
method.

Nagami et al. [NMHK08] fix the execution time of only those processes that
leak information through a timing side channel in order to limit the performance
reduction to selected processes. As an example, they patched several web applica-
tions so that only the response time of the login process is fixed. Their approach
is reactive as they focus on the prevention of already discovered side channels.

Askarov et al. [AZM10] propose a timing mitigator that delays events so that the
events seem evenly distributed for an external observer. The system leaks infor-
mation only during epoch transitions, e.g., if the sender sends not enough events
and the mitigator’s buffer runs empty. In an revised paper, Zhang, Askarov, and
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Myers extend their method such that it is also applicable to side channels in web
applications [ZAM11].

Köpf and Dürmuth [KD09] suggest a timing mitigation method in which the
execution time is delayed by the system in a way that an attacker can only
measure discrete response times. They do so by classifying response times in
buckets, e.g., in a five bucket system. An attacker will then always measure one
of five possible response times. That way, the resolution of the measured response
times is limited and the attacker gets much less information.

5.3 Foundations

In this section, we show the foundations of the timing behaviour of software
applications and give a necessary requirement for timing side channels to exist.

5.3.1 Application and Timing behaviour

An application is a system that takes an input from a set U (user input), com-
putes an output and returns this output after a measurable amount of time. In
practice, an application can be a web application, a database server, or any other
application that is accessible over the network.

We wish to model applications that contain timing side channels so we need
to formalise the notion of information leakage. To do this, we assume that there
exist one or more non-empty and non-overlapping subsets S1,S2, . . . ,Sn ⊆ U of
special input values. The secret that is not allowed to leak is the information
whether or not a particular input value u ∈ U matches a particular value in S.

As an example, the application may be a web application and U is the set of
all possible login names. The set S1 is the subset of U of existing login names.
In practice, it is usually considered a threat if an attacker can find out which
login names exist since this opens the path for password guessing attacks among
others.

The only information that is observable for an attacker should be the timing
behaviour of the application. Therefore, we model an application as a determin-
istic function f : U → T where T is the set of time values. Basically, f takes a
user-chosen value u ∈ U and returns the timing delay t ∈ T that the application
exhibits when producing a response. In practice, T will be a continuous set, but
for expository purposes it is sufficient that T is the set of natural numbers.

Note that we model f as a deterministic function. The reason for this is that we
want to test our proposed timing side channel mitigation method with a strong
attacker model. In reality, the attacker will have to deal with probabilistic mea-
surements, which weakens the attacker’s ability to decode the timing leakage. If
our method prevents timing side channel attacks for this strong attacker model,
it will also prevent side channel attacks for the more realistic attacker who addi-
tionally has to deal with noisy measurements.
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5.4 Fixed Response Times and Random Delays

t0 = t1 t0 6= t1

ua ∈ S1 u1 ∈ S1 u1 ∈ S2

ua ∈ S2 u1 ∈ S2 u1 ∈ S1

Table 5.1: The conclusions an attacker can draw about u1 from prior knowledge
of u0 and comparing t0 to t1.

5.3.2 A Necessary Requirement

The following requirement is necessary for f to contain a timing side channel in
our system model. Let u1 ∈ S1 be a secret value and u2 ∈ S2 : S2 = U \ S1 be
a non-secret value. The timing behaviour of f forms a timing side channel iff (if
and only if) the observer can distinguish the response times of a value in S1 from
a value in S2, formally:

∃u1 ∈ S1, u2 ∈ S2 : f(u1) 6= f(u2) (5.1)

To see this, consider the following line of argument: To decode the information
leaked in the side channel, the attacker needs to know a reference value. She
therefore needs prior knowledge of at least one ua and its potential affiliation to
a secret set, i.e., the attacker needs to know if ua ∈ S1 or ua ∈ S2. The attacker
then measures f(ua) = t0. Afterwards, she chooses a value u1 and measures the
timing t1. Depending on t0 = t1 or t0 6= t1, respectively, the attacker can infer
whether u1 ∈ S1 or u1 ∈ S2. Table 5.1 denotes the possible conclusions the
attacker can draw in this case, e.g., if ua ∈ S1 and t0 = t1 then u1 ∈ S1, etc.

If this necessary condition does not hold then we have

∀ua ∈ S1, ub ∈ S2 : f(ua) = f(ub) (5.2)

In this case, f does not yield any timing differences that depend on an input
value. Thus, the attacker cannot gain any information as she does not measure
any timing differences. There simply is no timing side channel in this case.

In the following section, we use this model to formalise two common strategies
for timing side channel mitigation.

5.4 Fixed Response Times and Random Delays

An intuitive approach to mitigate timing side channels is to hamper the attacker’s
ability to decode the side channel by adding an artificial delay to the execution
time. We now analyse several strategies to delay the execution time and deter-
mine their ability to prevent timing attacks (cost for the attacker) versus their
impact on system performance (cost for the system).
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0

t1∈T, u1∈S1 : t1 = f(u1)
t2∈T, u2∈S2 : t2 = f(u2)

t2 + td

t1 + td

T

tf

Figure 5.1: Forcing all responses to a fixed response time prevents timing leaks
but results in large performance penalty.

5.4.1 Fixed Response Time

An intuitive mitigation for timing side channels is to remove the differences in the
timing of responses [BB07, FS00, Koc96, NMHK08]. This can be done by delaying
execution times t = f(u) until a fixed time barrier tf is reached. Figure 5.1 depicts
this mitigation strategy. The attacker will then always measure tf . The added
delay td is calculated by tf − t. Additional timing delays are strictly additive and
we have to assume that ∀t : t ≤ tf to make sure that all response times are equal.

Let ua ∈ S1 and ub ∈ S2 : S2 = U \ S1. According to Equation 5.1, the
necessary condition for timing side channels to exist is f(ua) 6= f(ub). By fixing
all response times to tf , the attacker can only measure f(ua) = f(ub) = tf .
Thus, the necessary condition for timing side channels to exist is violated and
the information leak is closed.

As an example, let tf be 10ms and ua ∈ S1 : ta = f(ua) = 8ms. The system
calculates td = tf − ta = 2ms and thus delays the execution for 2ms. The
resulting response time that the attacker measures is 10ms. A second request
has the response time ub ∈ S2 : tb = f(ub) = 9ms. Then, the system calculates
td = tf − tb = 1ms and delays the execution for 1ms. As a result, the attacker
measures again 10ms although ua is a secret value and ub is not a secret value.
Thus, the attacker does not gain any information as all response times are the
same.

In real web applications, timing measurements are blurred significantly because
of busy network conditions. To prevent timing side channels in these systems,
tf needs to be at least as long as the worst case execution time (WCET), i.e.,
tf = maxu∈U{f(u)}. It is hard to estimate a definite WCET for real systems
as it depends for example on the system load. Please note that it is a realistic
assumption that the attacker can influence system load, e.g., by performing a
denial of service attack against the system. We must assume that an attacker
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0
t1∈T, u1∈S1 : t1 = f(u1)

t2∈T, u2∈S2 : t2 = f(u2)

T

# Measurements

t1 + tr t2 + tr

n

t1 + tmax t2 + tmax

Measurement Range

Figure 5.2: Padding response times with a random delay forces the attacker to
perform multiple measurements to estimate f(u).

could increase the WCET beyond the value that was used for this delay strategy,
thus forcing the system to leak information through the timing channel again.
Furthermore, the performance decrease induced by delaying all requests to the
WCET is unacceptable for many realistic systems. We therefore discard this
strategy for further comparison.

5.4.2 Adding a Random Delay

We showed in Section 5.3 that an attacker decodes a timing side channel by
comparing the response time t1 of a chosen value u1 with the timing t0 of a
known value u0. To make this decoding process more difficult for the attacker,
one could add a random delay tr to all response times [Koc96]. The value of
tr ∈ T changes randomly for each response and is uniformly distributed in the
range of 0 ≤ tr ≤ tmax. (Note that under certain conditions, random values with
other distributions are more suitable than a uniform distribution [CK09].)

As a result, the attacker can only measure f(u) + tr and has to collect multiple
values in order to learn the distribution of tr and to estimate the actual f(u).
Figure 5.2 shows the range of results that the attacker can measure. Given that
the attacker conducts enough measurements, she can calculate |(t0+tr)−(t1+tr)|
which approximates |t0− t1|. Thus, by performing multiple measurements for the
same u, the attacker can approximate f(u). Decoding the timing side channel is
therefore costlier for an attacker when a random delay is included. The average
performance reduction per request is tmax

2
.
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Thus, by adding a random delay, variance is added to the measurements. To
estimate the true response time, the attacker has to perform multiple measure-
ments in order to estimate the distribution of the delays.

5.5 Timing Channel Mitigation Revisited

The system model in Section 5.3 shows that an attacker decodes a timing side
channel by comparing response times. As opposed to the random delay described
in Section 5.4.2, our intuition is not to hamper the attacker’s ability to measure
t, but to limit the gained information from the comparison of t1, t2 ∈ T, u1 ∈
S1, u2 ∈ S2 : t1 = f(u1) ∧ t2 = f(u2). In the following, we propose a new
delay strategy that adds a Deterministic and Unpredictable Delay (DUD) to the
response times.

5.5.1 Adding a Deterministic and Unpredictable Delay (DUD)

Our idea is to add a delay that is always the same for a given u and that cannot
be factored out by multiple measurements as it is the case with a random delay.
Formally, let g : U → T be a deterministic function that takes a user-chosen
value u and transforms it into a delay tg such that

tg ∈ T, u1 ∈ S1, u2 ∈ S2 : tmin ≤ tg ≤ tmax ∧ tmax > |f(u2)− f(u1)|.

For different u, the function g returns uniformly distributed delays that are not
predictable by an attacker. These characteristics can be achieved for example
using keyed cryptographic hash functions, which already suggests that the im-
plementation of g is rather straightforward.

5.5.2 Analysis

Given two different u, g will return different delays to the response time. Fig-
ure 5.3 displays these delay ranges. The ranges for u1 ∈ S1 and u2 ∈ S2 overlap
and can be split into three different areas of timing attack prevention. The left
area ranges from t1 to t2. Under the assumption that the attacker knows the
difference between t1 and t2, then all response times within this range leak infor-
mation because they are derived from t1+tg, with 0 ≤ tg < t2−t1. As t1+tg < t2,
any t in this area is derived from u1.

The middle area in Figure 5.3 ranges from t2 to t1 + tmax. All response times
in this area are either derived from t1 + tg, with t2 − t1 ≤ tg ≤ tmax or t2 + tg,
with 0 ≤ tg < t2− t1. Any response time in this area has an equal probability to
be derived from u1 or u2. Consequently, there is no information leakage in this
timing area as all t in this area are equally likely to be derived from u1 or u2,
respectively. Formally, this area violates the necessary condition of timing side
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1

t1∈T, u1∈S1 : t1 = f(u1)

t2∈T, u2∈S2 : t2 = f(u2)

t1 + tg

t2 + tg

tmin

tmin

tmax

tmax

“Left Area” “Right Area”“Middle Area”

Special case:
--> T(s=2) - T(s=1) > nmax - nmin (No Protection)

T

Measurement Range

Figure 5.3: Adding an deterministic and unpredictable delay to responses pro-
tects an adjustable share of secret values from leaking through the
side channel.

channels to exist as ∀u1 ∈ S1, u2 ∈ S2 : f(u1) ' f(u2) under the condition that
the response times are within the middle area. This proves that there exists no
timing side channel in this area.

The right area in Figure 5.3 ranges from t1 + tmax to t2 + tmax. Under the
assumption that the attacker knows the difference between t1 and t2, any response
time in this area leaks information because it is derived from t2 + tg with t2− t1 ≤
tg ≤ tmax. Thus, any response time in the right area is derived from u2 as
t1 + tmax < t2 + tg.

Thus, it is desirable to increase the size of the middle area as much as possible.
Clearly, the share a of all possible user-chosen values U that should be protected
from timing leaks can be used to derive tmax as follows:

tmax =
|t2 − t1|
1− a

+ tmin (5.3)

As an example, an application needs to protect 80% (a−0, 8) of U from informa-
tion leakage through the timing side channel. The value tmin is set to 0ms and
|t2 − t1| was measured to be 1ms . From Equation 5.3, the resulting tmax is 5ms .
The average performance reduction per request that g introduces is tmax

2
= 2.5ms .

Table 5.2 shows several example values u and their respective DUD value com-
puted using the implementation discussed below. The purpose of this table is to
show that the DUD value is not predictable for the attacker but it will always
stay the same for the same u.

Note that in this analysis, we assume a strong attacker who knows the exact
difference between t1 and t2. In reality, this is not the case as the attacker
can only approximate the difference, presumably with much effort. We therefore
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Table 5.2: Example delays calculated with DUD.

i u tg = g(u, k) (ms) ti (ms) ti + tg (ms)
1 jon 3.7 17.1 20.8
2 jane 0.7 19.3 20.0
3 admin 4.3 18.9 23.2
4 jon 3.7 19.7 23.4
5 jane 0.7 18.6 19.3
6 admin 4.3 18.2 22.5

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

function g(u):

k = "secret string unknown to the attacker"

t_g = h(u, k) mod t_max

sleep_nano_seconds(t_g)

Figure 5.4: Pseudo code sketching the validation routine of candidates of valid
keys

highlight, that the values presented here are upper boundaries of what an attacker
can learn. For example, if we calculate DUD in a way such that it protects 80%
of all values, then an attacker can only learn a maximum amount of 20% of all
values. In reality, this value will be lower because of the measurement jitter.

5.5.3 Implementation

A practical way of implementing the required properties of g to deliver deter-
ministic and not predictable timing delays tg can be achieved with a keyed cryp-
tographic hash function h : U, k → T . The key k must not be known to the
attacker. The user input u is passed along with k to the function h and the result
of h is trimmed to the appropriate time range tmax using the modulo operation.
The pseudo code in Fig. 5.4 shows a possible implementation of the mitigation
method. The function is very lightweight and its memory and processing over-
head is limited to calculating a hash and performing a modulo operation on the
hash.

If this implementation is included in an application, it should be placed exactly
at this spot where the timing differences occur. The reason for this is that in
this case, inter-packet timing leaks are prevented, which also prevents timing side
channels in HTTP chunked encoded as described by Bortz and Boneh [BB07].
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5.6 Applying the Mitigation to Real World Applications

In this section, we apply the DUD strategy to two real world applications that
we found to be vulnerable of timing side channel attacks. To test our mitigation
method, we simulate ideal attack conditions by measuring the response time at
the server side. As measurement clock we used CPU ticks provided by the RDTSC
instruction on a 1.6 MHz CPU. This results in a resolution of 0.625 nanoseconds
per tick. The measurement server was idle during our measurements and the
CPU throttling was switched off. If the mitigation method prevents timing side
channels under these conditions, it will work even better under more realistic
attacker models in which the attacker has to cope with substantial measurement
errors.

5.6.1 Mitigating Timing attacks against Typo3

We now apply our mitigation method to the login functionality of the backend
administration interface of Typo3 version 4.4.3 [The11], a well known content
management system (CMS). In the following, we show that the login form is
vulnerable of timing side channels. Specifically, an attacker watching the response
time behaviour of a failed login attempt can learn whether or not a user name
is a valid user in the Typo3 administration backend. In this section, we denote
u1 ∈ S1 to be a valid user name and u2 ∈ S2 to be an invalid user name in our
Typo3 installation.

We included the timing measurement routine in the Typo3 source code directly
before Typo3 checks the validity of a given user name and directly after it attained
the result of the authentication procedure. During our analysis, we performed
200.000 sequential login requests with 100 different user names and recorded the
response times. That way, we got 2.000 response times per user name. Of the
100 user names, only 50 actually existed in our Typo3 installation. To minimise
potential temporal disturbances during the measurements, we performed the con-
secutive login requests with changing user names, i.e., the measurement fi of the
i-th login attempt were collected in the following order

f1(u1), f2(u2), . . . , f100(u100), f101(u1), f102(u2), . . . , f199999(u99), f200000(u100)

where consecutive user names alternately belonged to S1 or S2, i.e.,

ui =

{
ui ∈ S1 if i mod 2 = 1
ui ∈ S2 if i mod 2 = 0

Intuitively, taking the smallest response times should contain the least noise as
noise in timing measurements is strictly additive. We noticed that the top one
percent of the shortest response times contain substantial noise, as well as the top
ten percent of the longest response times. We therefore calculated the average
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Figure 5.5: Timing side channel in Typo3’s login form leaks whether a user name
exists or not.

value of all values between the second and the fifth percentile of the shortest
response times for each user name. Figure 5.5 clearly shows that Typo3 leaks
whether a user name exists or not through the filtered response time of its login
form.

In order to get directly comparable measurements, we created two other mea-
surement databases. First, we took the existing measurements and added a uni-
formly distributed random delay to each measurement to simulate the random
delay mitigation. Second, we took the existing measurements, calculated our de-
terministic and unpredictable delay from the user name, and added the result to
each measurement. This procedure rules out any measurement errors between
the datasets of the delay strategies that could dilute our results. The average
difference in response times between existing user names and non-existing user
names was 250 microseconds. We chose to protect 80% of all user names from
leaking through the timing side channel. According to Equation 5.3, tmax is 1250
microseconds. We used this value as the maximum value for the random delay
as well as for DUD.

Figure 5.6 shows the results after applying this filter to 100 probes of each user
name. The response times with no delay are clearly separated between those of a
valid user name and those of an invalid user name. In comparison, the response
times with the random delay are more noisy and have some overlap. As opposed
to this, those response times treated with DUD overlap significantly. Just from
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Figure 5.6: Filtered response time of logon attempt per user name for different
delay strategies and 100 probes per user name.

the plot, it is impossible to tell for most of the user names whether or not they
are valid.

Figure 5.7 shows the same view of the data as in Figure 5.6, but this time the
filter was applied to 1000 measurements of each user name. The response times
with the random delay can now be distinguished easily as they form two clearly
separate lines. The DUD strategy, however, shows the same chaotic functions
as in Figure 5.6. There was no visible improvement for the timing attack even
though ten times the amount of measurements were performed.

Note that although the Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show substantially longer delays
for DUD as for the random delay, the actual average performance reduction for
both mitigation strategies are the same. The reason for the visual discrepancy
is that the figures show filtered average response times. The filter removes the
noise introduced by the random delay with an increasing amount of probes, but
the figures show clearly that DUD is immune against this filter.

We show the error rate per delay strategy and per amount of probes in Fig-
ure 5.8. We find that an attacker can learn the validity of a Typo3 backend user
name with an error rate lower than ten percent with just above a dozen request
if no mitigation method is applied. Adding a random delay certainly helps as the
attacker needs around 200 requests to get the same error rate. However, perform-
ing 200 requests against real systems is still easy for an attacker. The error rate
of those responses with the DUD strategy stay just above 80%. Starting from
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Figure 5.7: Filtered response time of logon attempt per user name for different
delay strategies and 1000 probes per user name.

around 50 requests, the DUD strategy outperforms the random delay strategy
even though both have the same performance impact.

5.6.2 Mitigating Timing attacks against Gallery

We now apply our mitigation method to Gallery version 1.5.10 [gal11], a well
known online photo gallery software. Bortz and Boneh have shown that the
Gallery leaks the number of private pictures or hidden subalbums through a
timing channel [BB07]. We extend their measurements by creating 75 albums
each having a different amount of hidden subalbums, i.e., the first album has
no hidden subalbum, the second album has one hidden subalbum, and the 75th
album has 74 hidden albums. All albums have 1 public subalbum that is shown to
all visitors, whereas the hidden subalbums are only shown to authenticated users.
Thus, all 75 albums look exactly the same for all anonymous users. Similar to
the Typo3 measurements, we included our measuring routine in the source code
of Gallery to simulate an ideal attacker. We then sent 2000 requests per album
and recorded the time that Gallery takes to prepare the content of the requested
album. The measurements in Figure 5.9 show a perfect correlation of the response
time and the amount of hidden albums in an album, which confirms the findings
in Bortz and Boneh [BB07].

After collecting 150.000 requests, we measured the average difference between
the album containing no hidden album and the album containing 74 hidden
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Figure 5.9: Gallery’s response time leaks the amount of hidden subalbums.
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Figure 5.10: Filtered response time of galleries per amount of hidden subalbums
in each album for different delay strategies and 1000 probes per
album.

albums (|t0 − t1| = 100 milliseconds). According to Equation 5.3, we calculate
tmax = 5 ∗ |t0 − t1| = 500 milliseconds, which should protect 80% of all albums
from leaking their particular amount of hidden subalbums. We also created two
additional datasets from the Gallery dataset by first adding random numbers to
the response times and second by adding our DUD to the response times. Both
of these datasets were created with tmax = 500 milliseconds. The name of the
album was chosen as the parameter u to the DUD function g.

Again, we found that the shortest and the longest response times contain sub-
stantial noise. Thus, we filtered the measurements per album by calculating the
average of all values between the second and the fifth percentile. Figure 5.10
shows the filtered response times for all three data sets. In comparison with the
original response times with no delay, the random delay dataset also shows a clear
upward trend, but is more noisy compared to the unprotected measurements. As
opposed to this, the DUD protected dataset is extremely noisy. It is important
to note at this point that a trend line on the DUD dataset would presumably be
parallel to the line of the unprotected data set. However, an attacker does not
gain useful information from this as she does not know the particular order of the
albums that we show in Figure 5.10. A trend line does not yield which albums
contain hidden information and which do not.

From Figure 5.10 it becomes clear that the response times of an album increase
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Figure 5.11: Error rate for different delay strategies per difference of hidden al-
bums (1000 probes).

proportional with the amount of hidden subalbums. Thus, it is easier for an
attacker to measure the timing difference, if the difference of hidden subalbums
between the albums is larger. As an example, an attacker will find it easier
to measure the timing difference between an album containing a single hidden
subalbum and another album with ten hidden subalbums (difference is 9 hidden
subalbums), compared to an album containing a single hidden subalbum and
another album with two hidden subalbums (difference is 1 hidden subalbum). We
therefore calculate the minimum difference of hidden subalbums that an attacker
can detect and use this as the performance metric for the different timing delay
strategies.

Figure 5.11 compares the error rates and the difference of hidden subalbums
that an attacker can detect despite the different mitigation strategies. The results
show that an attacker can easily detect differences as low as a single hidden
subalbum. For the random delay mitigation strategy, the attacker can detect
a difference of 7 hidden subalbums with an error rate of around 10%. Starting
from a difference of 15 hidden subalbums, the attacker has no guessing errors any
more. As expected, the DUD strategy turns out to perform best with an error
rate of around 80%. This error rate is constant as long as the difference in hidden
subalbums is within 0 and 75. For Gallery installations with more than 75 hidden
subalbums, the administrator just need to adjust tmax to also offer protection for
more hidden subalbums.
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5.6.3 Discussion

In the previous sections, we showed two timing side channel vulnerabilities in
real-world web applications that were quite different in their nature and discussed
how they were mitigated using the DUD method. In both cases, the attacker is
interested in certain properties of single elements. Through the Typo3 timing
side channel, the attacker can find out whether a user-chosen data set exists in
this Typo3 installation. The results have the cardinality of two (a user name
exists or does not exist). As opposed to this, the results an attacker can learn
by exploiting the Gallery timing side channel have the cardinality of N. Thus,
DUD offers hard protection against timing side channels independently of the
cardinality of the value that should be protected.

DUD is less effective to protect equivalence classes of multiple u that connect
to the same secret element, because in this case, the attacker can retrieve multi-
ple DUD delays. Given that the equivalence class contains many elements, the
attacker can chose the shortest DUD delay and compare this to some reference
value. In this case, DUD has the same (weaker) security implications as a random
delay with the difference that it needs many semantically equivalent values of u
to cancel out the DUD. As shown in Section 5.6 and in the literature in Section
5.2.2, however, there is a relevant share of timing side channels in networked
applications where DUD offers strong security guarantees.

It is important for the security guarantees which DUD offers that the parame-
ters of DUD are chosen carefully. Generally speaking, the parameter u of DUD
should always depend on the characteristic to be protected. In cases where the
attacker cannot choose u, u should be set to the particular value that the system
is going to process. Thus, DUD also works if u is not chosen by the attacker.

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we formalised our idea for a practical and performance efficient
mitigation strategy for timing side channels in web applications. Our strategy
works by delaying the response time of web applications, whereby the calculated
delay depends on the user-chosen value that was passed in the response. This
results in a deterministic and unpredictable delay (DUD). We showed that DUD is
guaranteed to protect a chosen amount of the secret values from leaking through
a side channel. The size of the amount is adjustable and can be freely traded
with performance reduction.

We showed that the implementation of DUD is straightforward, and applied
it to two different real-world applications. The results showed that DUD offers
a much better protection from probabilistic information leaks in the form of
timing side channel attacks compared to a uniform random delay with the same
performance reduction.
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Chapter6
Conclusions and Future Work

Side channel attacks threaten the confidentiality of critical information in web
applications. As opposed to invasive attacks, a noninvasive attacker can launch
a successful side channel attack by sending benign requests and inferring critical
information just from observing the behaviour of the system. Because side chan-
nel vulnerabilities appear in such a large spectrum of contexts, there does not
seem to be a generic way to prevent all side channel attacks once and for all. A
practical approach is to research for new side channels and to specifically tailor
mitigations for them.

In this thesis, we advanced the field of side channel analysis. We introduced
and formalised an ordinal set of four types of information leaks that denote the
difficulty for attackers to decode the information leaking through a particular side
channel. This allows to estimate how realistic it is to attack a given side channel.
Furthermore, we introduced two new side channel attacks and one side channel
mitigation for existing timing side channels. The first new side channel attack
built upon a new type of side channels we call storage side channels that resides
on the protocol level or typesetting language level of networked software appli-
cations. We proposed an efficient method to detect these channels and showed
storage side channel vulnerabilities in three different real-world web applications.
The second new side channel attack exploited a special case of timing side chan-
nels in which the attacker can influence the size of the timing difference to be
measured. It allowed us to recover the plaintext of an XML encryption message
in approximately three hours on a local server, and in less than a week on an In-
ternet server. Lastly, we introduced an efficient method to mitigate probabilistic
timing side channels using a DUD (deterministic and unpredictable delay). We
showed that DUD offers security guarantees that can be freely traded with per-
formance reduction. By applying the method to two widely used and vulnerable
web applications, we showed that our method effectively prevents probabilistic
timing side channels.
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In the following sections, we describe the future work of the topics covered in
this thesis.

Intrusive Attacks and Covert Channels

Usually, intrusive attacks such as SQL Injection and Buffer Overflows form direct
deterministic information leaks because the attacker builds exploits in a way
that the sensitive information is directly contained in the response of the attack.
Sometimes, however, this is not possible. An example appears if there is an SQL
Injection vulnerability in an SQL statement that does not return the result of the
query. To cope with these cases, Blind SQL Injection [Kev03] offers a way to guess
sensitive information, for example by deliberately delaying the response. This
works by changing the SQL statement in a way that is similar to the following.

IF (SELECT ∗ FROM cc data ) BENCHMARK(100000 ,MD5(0) )

In this example, the database server will delay the execution for a measurable
time if the table cc data exists. If the table does not exist, the response is sent
immediately. The attacker purposefully creates a timing channel which leaks the
fact whether the table exists or not.

So if an attacker cannot create a direct deterministic information leak with
an SQL Injection attack, he can transform it into an obfuscated deterministic
information leak by using Blind SQL Injection. In the future, it is worthwhile
to explore if it is beneficial for an intrusive attacker to open non-deterministic
channels such as probabilistic and possibilistic channels. On reason for this could
be to hide the attack from detection.

Storage Side Channel Vulnerabilities

Storage side channels lead to information leaks that are invisible to the normal
user because they appear on the protocol level or the typesetting language level of
communication channels. It was shown that several real world web applications
are prone to these information leaks.

In this thesis, we proposed a method that allows selecting those dynamic
changes that correlate with a given secret value in dynamic documents. We
showed that the method is very effective in detecting direct deterministic informa-
tion leaks as described in section 2.3.2 and obfuscated deterministic information
leaks as described in section 2.3.3.

In the future, we want to extend the method to also detect possibilistic and
probabilistic information leaks (see Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5). Our idea is to collect
all dynamic parts in responses, also including the secret-independent changes,
and correlate the changes to secret values. In Chapter 3, we have given the
foundation of this analysis, because our method neatly selects any dynamic parts
on the byte level of responses, which can then be analysed, e.g. using machine
learning techniques.
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Practical Side Channel Attacks Against PKCS#1

The XML Encryption standard uses PKCS#1 to store an RSA-encrypted session
key in messages and we showed three practical attacks of how to break XML
Encryption messages. It is notable that the XML Encryption committee chose
PKCS#1 at a time where it was already known that protocols using PKCS#1
may be vulnerable to chosen ciphertext attacks. Because of this, we assume, that
there are more protocols that suffer from the same vulnerability. We plan to
further investigate this problem in order to find more vulnerable protocols and
to propose fixes for them.

Mitigating Timing Side Channel Vulnerabilities

We have introduced a performance efficient mitigation method for probabilistic
timing side channels on the web and validated the method using real web ap-
plications. We showed that the method effectively mitigates existing timing side
channels in web applications.

To further show the practical applicability of the method, we want to imple-
ment the mitigation method as a module for the Apache web server. With this,
the we can deploy the method in a proxy between the web application and the
browser and remove the necessity to change the source code of the affected web
application. This allows us to protect web applications in a real black-box fashion.

Advanced Fingerprinting Techniques using Storage and Timing Side
Channels

In the future, we will extend our work on side channels by applying it to a
technique called fingerprinting. A fingerprint is a mark that human fingers leave
on surfaces after the person touched the surface. These marks are very useful
in criminalistics because a culprit may be identified from the fingerprints he
left at a crime scene. In the past, the name fingerprinting was also used in
computing to denote methods that remotely detect confidential information such
as the producer and the version of software applications even if the application
tries to hide this information. For example, the well-known fingerprinting tool
nmap [eL09] uses a database of special characteristics of different TCP/IP stack
implementations to find out which operating system is running in which version
on the target system. The attacker can use this information to look for publicly
known vulnerabilities and exploits for the target system. If he makes a find,
the chances are good that the attacker can compromise the system using the
published information. We note that this type of fingerprinting is basically a
storage side channel attack with an obfuscated deterministic information leak, in
which the confidential information is the producer and version of an application.

Up to now, fingerprinting has been used to learn rather course-grained infor-
mation such as the producer and version of the operating system the target is
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running [eL09], what type and version of content management system is run-
ning at a target web site [And11], or the producer and version of a remote web
server [Sau04]. We are currently researching methods that allow more fine-grained
fingerprinting such as learning the producer and version of programming libraries
or fingerprinting the active rules of Web Application Firewalls (WAF).

So far, we have implemented a series of tests and got three preliminary results.
Firstly, our results suggest that we can successfully determine the producer and
version of a set of XML processing libraries from a given XML document. Sec-
ondly, we applied a similar approach to image processing libraries and found that
it is also possible to guess producer and version of an image processing library
by analysing the JPG picture that was processed with this library. Thirdly, from
measuring the response time of rogue requests to a web application, we can pre-
dict if the request successfully reached the web application or was blocked by Web
Application Firewall (WAF), although in both cases, the same error message is
returned. This allows us to learn the active rule set of a WAF, which is important
information for an attacker because he can then craft an exploit for an existing
vulnerability that will bypass the WAF.
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